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Abstract 

Before being appointed Secretary of State in 1953, Duiles had worked as a lawyer, 

international statesman and author. He brought to his new JO b a profound understanding 

of international relations and was intellectually equipped with a set of ideas to guide the 
b .  

Eisenhower -ion's foreign policymaking machmery. Essentdly, Dullest agenda 

was to budd interdependent relations among nations which would contniute to a nmre 

peacefd world by ending the recurring cycles of economic crisis and war. Peace was also 

to be built by makmg nations economically and rmlitariy strong enough to resist Soviet 

Communist subversion These ideas w e d  the way Duiles conducted American relations 

with France and his efGon to secure for France a place in the new Europe. By early 1959. 

Dulies' work had yielded a reconchtion between Germany and France and also their 

cooperation m an atomic energy research program and in firs steps towards economic 

integration. 

.-- 
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Introduction 

Before taking up his post as Secretary of State m 1953, John Foster Dulles 

possessed s g d k m ~  experience wo- for govenrmem and as an mternatioaal lawyer. 

His extensive intektual preparation for working as a statesnan catamty gave credence 

to those wha said that Duiles had prepared for his whole life to become Secretary of State. 

Dulles' vigorous preparation meant that he had built up over time a personal bank of 

foreign policy ideas. The catholicity of his foreign policy thmking was sometimes 

concealed m the public "face" that Dulles chose to show to the American people. FirstIy, 

Dultes had a reputation as 3 grim, unyielding, moralistic ideologue. He certamty was an 

ideologue but his forbidding demeanor was by design. If he was criticized for being too 

hardline, such criticism was not the kind that would cause him trouble. However, charges 

of softening his opposition to comuniao and of compromising with the enemies of the 

United States would be dangerous because such criticism would come cbser to the truth 

than allegations of extreme rigidity. Both of these charges rmght reveal that Dulles was a 

realist who recogruzed that America could not impose its will on the worid, but must 

purjueitspurposesa~ittleatatime.' 

Dulles also had many ideas about how the international system could be reformed. 

Ow key assumption underlying his reform ideas was that the system of sovereign states 

ihat had existed up Mtil the early 1940's was no longer useU This system of sovereign 

states was obsolete because natiod governments had shown themselves mcapable of 

d e w  with change m the evohmg international system. Necessary reforms had been 

delayed and stress had b 3 t  up so much rhat national leaders had chosen to seek reform by 

force, through war. Instead, Dulls believed that counaies should focus on creating 

supr;mational iostitutiolls to perform some of the tasks tbat were wrmaliy associated with 

H. W. Brands. Cold Wm'ors. New Y o r k : C o m  University Ress, 1988. p. 25. 



national governrmmts. These tasks included adjudicating intanatiod disputes, overseeing 

national military estabiishmmts, and the regulation of international trade. It was only 

through international cooperation in supranational institutions that D u k  thought that a 

basis was possible for a peacefid worid- Because Dulles was a Protestant Chrisriaq he 

believed that cooperation was a necessity due to the Chidan teachrng that it was proper 

to have a concern and interest in the w e h e  of fellow human beings. Prevention of war 

and creation of peacell conditions where people's needs were relatively satisfied wouM 

ensure that they lived m dignity they were owed by virtue of being "brothersn and "sisters" 

in Jesus Christ. However, it is important to consider that Mes was not a Christian zealot 

when he conducted diplomacy. Dulles was pragmatic because he acquired experience in 

resolving some very complex problems and could see the difference between the way 

h u m  beings were and how Christianity taught one how to behave. Consequently, Dulles' 

diplomacy b a y s  took into account secular realities about human behaviour and 

proceeded by assumbg that peacellly changing human behaviour was a lengthy process. 

Dulles also E v e r  made the mistake of confUsmg hs public opinions with 

diplomacy. In bet. his diplomacy showed much more flexlbllity than was apparent m his 

public comments. Dulles knew that whatever the domestic value o f  uncompromising 

rhetoric. that strong talk was wt diplomacy; it could only create the political 

preconditions for diplomacy. Diplomacy, an effort to put American principles into 

practice, c d e d  for compromise. for a seme that the desirable was not always possible and 

that in a world of contending and powerful interests. progress toward Arrzericacl goals 

would wfessady come onty m small steps. If Dulles were ever tempted to tq to force 

reality to contbrm to his desires, he had only to remwber the tragic fkte of  Woodrow 

Wilson's post-Great War diplomacy, m i y  Amxican adherence to the Versailles Treaty, 

whose resuhs were not &ed by the American Senate. At the level of poky, Dulles' 

asesmm of his term as Secretary of State woukl have been complicated by the fact that 

he never acted alone in important matters. Despite the contemporary view that 



Eisenhower had turned control of foreign policy over to DulIes? the Secretary would have 

never claimed that he decided policy himself. He influenced and managed policy decisions, 

but President Ekedm wer decided policy.' 

While President Eisenhower made policy, the State department was dso important 

because it served as the bureaucratic location where foreign policy was conceived and 

discussed before its implementation. The existing literature which discusses Dulles' effrct 

on the State department and its internal politics views Dulles' work for the department in a 

negative Light According to Barry Rubin, despite lowered morale and sliced budgets, the 

State department dill carried much of the burden of daily diplomacy.3 Rubm also contends 

that on longer range and major decisions, the department was at an increasing 

disadvantage because the Policy f lanning Staff 's influence was downgraded by Dulles 

himself? Townsend Hoopes is similarly negative when assessing Dulles' abilities as 

Secretary of State. According to Hoopes, Dulles showed a marked tendency to move 

directly &om an abstract premise to its direct application in a specific situation5 Hoopes 

idso accuses Dulles of being insensitive to the interdependence of problems and of 

bequently saying or dolng hqgs with only a dim awareness of the adverse effefts he was 

producing on other more important cases." scholars do not mention that in the area 

of French-American relations. M e s  c a r e m  considered the advice of the Policy 

P k m g  Staff when implementing policy, even though the advice pertarned to an area of 

America-Europe relations where Dulles considered himself to be an expert. Essentlay., 

Dulles followed the Policy Plannmg Staff's advice to stop catering to France's Big Power 

pretensions, to reconcile France and Germany, and to make diplomatic efforts to 

dbid., pp. 19, 25. 
marry Rubin, Secrets of State. New Yo&: W o r d  University Press. 1985. p. 85-86. 
4bid-. 
jTownsend Hoopes, Be Devil and John Foster Dulles. Boston: Little Browq 1973. p. 
488. 
Slbid-. 



strengthen Western European political, economic, and military intemon Dulles' actions 

wherein he resolved in a wider European context the complex problems presented by 

French-American relations refute the arguments of scholars who s v h e d  his work fi-om 

1953 to 1959 and concluded that he was incapable of being an eilkctive Secretary of 

State. 

Though this thesis will focus on Dulles' diplomacy, it is importaut to remember 

that he was President Eisenhower's subordinate and therefore part of the Eisenhower 
. . 

-tion ( 1953- 196 1 ). According to the new foreign policy literature, the fonner 

image of the popular generat Eisenhower as an amiable but bumbling leader who presided 

over the "great postpowment" of critical national and intematiod issues during the 

1 950's can no longer be sustamed by the evidence. On the contrary, he was intelligent, 

decisive and perceptive, a strong 1eada who led his nation peacefully through elght 

tortuous years of the Cold War. Certainly the new scholarshrp on Eisenhower is not 
. . mcritica n o r  is it unanimous in its judgments on the various facets of the -tion's 

record. According to Robert McMahon, a consensus is developing among the majority of 

new Eisenhower scholars that within the reah of foreign afhb ,  Ekenhower ranks as one 

of the most skilled and probably the most successfid of all the post war presidents.7 

However, Robert McMahon also thinks that more recent literature on US-Third 

World relations during Eisenhower's years in office suggests an alternative interpretation 

to the more positive evaluation of his foreign policy. The alternative view is nunmarized 

as tbllows. The Eisenhower -on grievously misunderstood and underestimated 

the most sygdicant historical development of the mid-twentieth century-the force of Third 

World natiodkm This fHihne of perception constituted a mjor setback for American 

diplomacy. The Eisenhower 
. - 

n insisted on viewing the Third World through 

7Robert McMahon, "Eisenhower and Third World Nationakm .4 Critique of the 
Revisionists," PoIiticaI Science Quarterly (Volume 1 0 1) 1986. p. 157. 



the invariably distorting lens of a Cold War geopolitical strategy that saw the Kremlin as 

the principal instigator of global unrest. As a result, the Eisenhower foreign policy 

establishment often simplified complicated local and regional developments, confUsing 

n a t i o n .  with c o m r n m  thus aligning the United States with inherently unstable and 

unrepresentative regimes and wedding American interests to the status quo in areas 

undergoing fundamental social political and economic upheaval8 

One area which the negative Eisenhower revisionists have not examined in enough 

depth in building a convincing case is the American diplomacy conducted vis-a-vis France 

while it was acting to suppress the Algerian rebellion. France's effort to suppress the 

rebellion in Algeria remained a concem for the U.S. State Department throughout 1955 

and 1 956. In his book Confionring the Tlrird World, Gabriel Kolko argues that before the 

Algerian rebellion broke out. the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) indicated that 

protracted French resistance to nationalistic demands in Morocco and Tunisia would only 

radicalize the independence movements and increase France's reliance on rmlitary 

repression. According to Koko, the CIA was concerned that if the United States 

encouraged the more moderate nationalists this would alienate the French: but. should the 

United States remain silent. American prestige in the Third World would suffer. possibly 

cndangermg America's base in Morocco. By late 1956. the Algerian rebellion had become 

France's preoccupation until it deployed neariy 750,000 soldiers there in a htile. brutal 

war that bled the French economy and destabilized French domestic politics. In the United 

Nations. the US loyally sustained France, despite considerable reservations. KO lko is 

correct to assert that France was America's aily in Europe and that this relationship 

dominated US cakulations. ' However. by writing about American dip lo matic " passivrty, " 

KO fko implies that the United States could have done solnethmg usell to help France 

8Ibid., p. 453. 
9Gabriel Kolko. Confionn'ng the Third World. New York: Pantheon Books. 1988. pp. 89- 
90. 



lessen the negative impaft brought on by dealing with the Algerian rebellion It is clear 

that the United States was relatively passive about reacting to France's war in Algeria but 

this was due to Resident Eisenhower's and Secretary of State Dulles' m h n i h i t y  with 

the Mush world. Unfortunately, because Dulles bad no assistants with a thorough 

knowledge of the M u s h  world to advise him, he could brmg very little information to 

bear in brokering a peacell end to the Algerian rebellion Koko also negleccs to mention 

that the United States government communicatrd with the Algerian rebels on an informal 

basis while also perrmtting them to move fieely in the United States, much to French 

displeasure. 

Writing m Diplomatic Hisrory m 1 994, Invin ~ 1 1  l o  emphasized the political 

divisions existing in the French Fourth Republic ( 1944- 1958) but did not mention two 

competing opinions existing m the State Department about the situation m Algeria. One 

opinion held that Algeria's war was one of  national liberation from colonial status. Another 

opinion was that Algeria's situation where slightly over one million French colons 

dominated a larger population of nine million ethnic Algerians, was comparable to the 

Arab- Israeli situation where Europmn Jews ruled "natives" of Palestinian ancestry. Wall's 

article does not discuss the quiet politicking done by Hemy Cabot Lodge Jr. which 

contributed to the State Deparrment adopting as policy his view that the Algerian conflict 

represented a war of national Liberation Wall also implies that Algeria was always an 

qua@ important h t o r  in Franco-American relations firom 1954 to 1958; cleariy, this was 

not the case. In k t ,  views m the State Department of Algeria's place in French-.&mican 

relations changed wnh the growing importance the United States anached in 1957 to the 

views and fkiendshrp of newly-dependent non-aligned nations. L a d y ,  Wall overstates the 

rmlitary aid that the United States gave France. The evidence indicates that thLs aid was 

I oirwin WaH, "The U. S., Algeria and the Fall of the Fourth French Republic. " Diploma~ic 
History (Fall 1 994): 488-5 12. 



mmhal, that sentiment in favour of aid dimbhhd during 1956- 1 957 and that this aid was 

given onIy to maintain constructive relations with France regarding Algeria 

In Africa's case, Robert McMahon argues that President Eisentrower's response to 

the shrfting currents of f i c a n  nationalism conform well to the pattern sketched of an 
. . admmitmtion laqely insensitive to this new force. According to McMahoa Eisenhower 

was prone to viewing radical natio- through the distorting prism of U.S.-Soviet 

relations which rekdioned nationalism into a threatening d e s t a t i o n  of communism. 

Cold War b W e r s  joined with deference to the former European colonial powers to 

m t e  development of constructive relations between Washmgton and the new scan 

states. * In McMahonls article. there is no discussion about how the United States 

behaved with respect to the rebellion m Algeria In Algeria's case, the State depamnent 

was not insensitive to nationalism because it held mid-level meetmgs with Algerian rebel 

representatives. The United States at Grst grudghgly gave the French helicopters and 

d anns and then later r e k d  to tinance the purchase of these item for use in 

suppressing the Algerian rebellion Lastly, McMahonls account does not contain the fact 

that H q  Cabot Lodge Jr.. American representative to the United Nations, established 

good relations whh former British and French colonies and convinced his government that 

it should respect the self-detedwtion of these countries when making US foreign policy. 

If the United States practiced an anti-imperialist diplomacy with the newly- 

independent British and French colonies as well as those like Algeria seeking 

mdependence, the US was also consistent m thwarting French initiatives that smacked of 
. * 

nqmahm The ongins of an American diplomatic veto of Gaullist ideas of constructing 

a world directorate are found both in Dulles' anttirnpenalism first voiced m 1940 and also 

m the presidential eleaion of  1 944 when Dulles acted as foreign policy adviser to 

Republican presidential candidate Thomas Dewey. AAer the outbreak of the war m 



Europe, Wes found evidence of attitudes with which he could not feel comfortable. 

Henry Sloan Corn  president of Union Theological Semhaw, began articulating a pro- 

Allied position and became a vocal member of the Committee to Defend America by 

Aiding the Allies. Coffin argued that the war in Europe revohred around a "moral issue 

. . . between the triumph of u ~ s c ~ p d o u s  and brutal tyrarmy and forces which promise an 

ordaiy world m which fk men can breatbe."13 When C o h  circukted a second 

statement in May 1940, urging "moral and material" aid to Great Britain and France, 

Dulles quickly voiced funher disagreement: "The premise of the proposed statement 

appears to be that we should adopt as a permanent feature of our foreign policy an 

etfective guarantee of the British and French empires." i 4  To Mes, finding a way to 

move the world away ikom lmpenalism seemed a more logical goal. DuUes put his anti- 

imperialist beliefs into practice both during and afler the Second World War. On 15 

August 1944, the New York Times reported that the Soviet Union intended to submit a 

plan calling for a postwar security agency controlled by the jgeat powers which then 

consisted of Great Britain, the United States, China and h e  Soviet Union. Mes read the 

Times story with mixed feelings and was appalled by the Soviet plan and all that it implied. 

Dewey and Dulles knew that ma Americans abhorred power politics. By issuing a strong 

statement msisting that the rights of d nations not be 4 c e d  to big power 

hegemony, Dewey wuld increase his political appeal to intematiooalists. Dulles h e w  

draft the statement m which Dewey professed to be "deeply disturbed" by reports he bad 

received concerning the lhmhrton Oaks conference: "these indicate that it is plaMed to 

subject the nations of the world, great and small, permanently to the coercive power of the 

four nations holding the confaence. This arrangement would be the rankest form of 

1 zRonaid lhesen, John Foster DtrIIes: me Road to Power. New Y ork: The Free Press, 
1982. p. 188. 
131bid.. 
14%id., 189. 



. * 

uqxdmnni5 The anti-imperiaiist drplomacy that Dullescanied out in the 1950's with 

respect to France and its current and former colonies constituted praciical application of 

Lhe above statement. Dulles p e r s o w  helped negotiate aa end to the war in Indochina 

and the Eisenhower a c h m t m  . . . . 
ion naamtarned independent rekitions with the rebel 

Algerian Front de Liberation Nationale. h the late 1 950ts, the Eisenhower administration 

fobwed the same pattern when Wes klpeti nix any agreemem wrth Rime Minister 

Charles de G d e  to set up a ruling hiumvirate with power to regulate foreign relations 

and world trade composed of the United Kingdom, France and the United States. 

The main primary sources used for this thesis are derived h m  several locations. 

For the h s t  chapter, the John Foster Dulles Papen collected &om the Mudd Manuscript 

L~brary  form the backbone for the argument. For subsequent chapters, the Papers relatmg 

to Foreign Relatiom of the United States stored in the University of Calgary Mackirmnie 

L1hmy constitute the main prmmq sources. Supporting docurnentation is also used horn 

the b h n  Foster Dulles Oral History Project as well as the H. Alexander Smith Papas. 

material which pmmdy relates to the main players and policy process in the French 

governments of the 1950's. Other documentation was gathered firom the United States 

National Archives at College Park, LMaryland particulariy Treasury department documents 

perraming to France's l k a n d  crisis and the dispute about French govemmmt control of 

the oil and coal industries. Memoirs composed by former British Rime Minister Anthony 

Eden, former French ambassador Herve Alphand, French pol i f4  economist Jean Motmet 

and former President Dulght Eisenhower round out the list of primary sources. The 

author did wt use newspaper or magazine accounts as primary sources for this h i s  

because the focus was on the poky- making process itsetfand its participams. The author 

feels that contemporary newspapas wmte mostly about the 

IS Lawrexlce Yates  "bhn Foster Duks and B-p, 
Dissertation: University of Kansas, 1981. pp. 6263. 

general subjects that 

1944- 1952." PhD. 



diplomats were grappling with but did not offer very analytically memrq$d accounts 

about how policy was actmlly made. Internal government documents and memoirs 

provxkd a much better account of how policy was made and of tbe reasoning behind 

actions taken. 

As part of the Eisenhower -tion, Secretary of State Dulles coped with 

many complexities embedded m French-Amxican relations. In the context of the profound 

know Mge o f  and experience m international relations that Dulles brought to his job as 

Secretary of State, this thesis will pmnady show how the ideas that he developed 

regardmg dipiomacy prior to 1953 had a concrete effect on the way he related 

ilrplomatically to both France and Western Europe. Though Dulls did not succeed in 

getting France to mnge its armed forces m 1954 with other countries which were to form 

the Western European Union, he learned fiom American diplomatic rmstakes and 

succeeded in g e m  France to join the European Atomic Cornunity m 1958. Getting 

France to join EUEL4TOM and the Economic Commity ensured that France and 

Germany were united m the common enterprise of makmg the new Europe function 

sEectiveiy. By the end of D u k '  tenure as Secretary of State, West Germany was 

dqdomatdly bound to the West and war between France and West Germany began to be 

unthinkable. American hands were tied m terms of helping the French brrng an end to the 

rebellion m Algeria This was due to the anti-colonialist diplomacy pursued by Dulles and 

Eisenhower. Besides, the State Depamnent kicked an adviser with deep knowledge of the 

Muslim world, knowledge which could have helped DuIles to broker a sohion to the 

Algerian rebellion. Frame dm underwent a change of regime when the Fourth Republic 

mded m 1958 and Charles de Gade  was inaugurated as the first prime minister of the 

Fifth republic. Duiles and Eisenhower made sure that France received help with her 

b c i a l  crisis, help which ev- assisted in hancially stabilizing the French 

government. CWmateiy, John Foster DuIles was relatively s u d  m conducting 



relations with France fiom 1953 to 1959. Though he made mistakes, Dulles learned fiom 

them and IeA a legacy of good French-American relations for his mccessors. 



Chapter One: Intellectual Origins 

. . 
When John Foster Wes joined the Eisenhower admms@ation ( 1 953- 196 1 ) as 

Secretary of State, he brought with him a wealth of experience m foreign afEtirs work both 

as an international lawyer and government coosultant. He also bmught to the State 

Department much intellectual "baggagen m the form of a developed worldview. Because 

his ideas on the conduct of diplomacy &ec ted his choices and behaviour while he was 

Secretary of State. it is worth examining Wes' ideas and their origins. This chapter will 

firstly explore the politid and then the religious origins of Dulles' thought on statecrafl 

and how it ought to be reformed. Later. the essay will refute the negative view of Dulles' 

moralism found in the existing literature by arguing that his use o f  the religous idiom in 

his statements convibuted to democratic discussion of American foreign policy by 

American citizens. Dulles mentally integrated both reii~ous and secular political principles 

into his worldview. In turn, these two s m d s  of thought p- afkted the basic 

principles embodied in his diplomatic goals rather than the details of their execution. 

One of the sources for Dulles' ideas on international relations is found in eighteenth 

century American constitutional thought. Evidently, Dulles found the inspiration for his 

own thmlung about diplomacy contained in the ideas laid out m the Federalist Papers. a 

very important document m early American political history. According to Dulles the 

broad lines of Uoited States foreign policy were set out long ago by the Founding 

Fathers. l6 in a speech to the Congress of Industrial Organizations labour unioa Dulles 

h@&#ted the opening paragraph m the Federalist Papers : "that it seem to have been 

reserved to the American people . . . to show [other nations] the possibilities of a fke 

16Speech by J. F. Dulles "The Moral initiative" 18 November 1953, Box 69, John Foster 
Dulles Papers, Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library, Princeton University. (hereafter 
JFDP) p . I .  



~43~kty."'~ To D u k ,  a fkee American society meant that there had to be rules in place to 

assure an orderly process of governing and to provide gdelines for resolving cod.icts. In 

order for this to occur, the Unired States ratified a Constitution in 1789 with the support 

of George Wilshington who believed that it was imp- to let each state have 

sovereignty and yet provide for the interests and safety of ail states combined. l 8  

Washtngton added that these individual states entering a "society" with each other had to 

give up some kedom so that the new union could be preserved. Washmgton's opinion 

served as a basis for Dulles to assert his belief that tbe Constitution was a practical 

created as between the then sovereign states a federal agency having an equal 
share o f r e ~ m i  for the w e k  ofall of the states and m hvour ofwtuch the 
states surrendered their power to mtdme with the interstate movement of goods, 
p p l e  and investments. (The states] also retained a large measure of local self- 
go v e n m n t  .lo 

In terms of practical diplomacy, Dulles believed that on the world stage some orderly way 

had to be ~leeted for resolving conflicts that had escalated into wars. In other words, 

relations between nation-states had to be governed by agreed-upon rules which served to 

help prevent conflicts and then to resolve them once they had arisen. 

sovereign States of the Union came together under the Amriain Constitution m 1789. 

Dulles agreed with the authors of the Federalit Papers that it was important to 

entities and build up their economic, f k d  and diplomatic seength. Federalist paper 

number Five by John Jay promoted the idea that union of the American states allowed 

them to pool their strength and thwart enemy artempts to divide them against each other. 

17Ibid. 1. 
18Ibid.. 4. 
19Ibid.. 4. 
2 o S p e ~ h  to the Second RPsbyterkn Church. Philadefpw Box 290, JFDP, p. 6. 



To llhwate his point, Jay used the example of Queen Anne of England who was 

arranging a 1707 union with Scotland: 

Queen Anne makes some observations on. . . the Union t b  forming . . . "An 
entire and perfect union will be the solid foumiation of lastmg peace . . . it must 
incTease your strength, riches and trade . . . . being joined in affection and fiee 
h m  all apprehensions of dif%rent interests will be enabled to resist all  its enemies 
. . . that the union may be brought to a happy conclusion, being the only effectual 
way to secure our present and future happiness and disappoint the designs of our 
future enemies who win doubtless use their utmost endeavours to prevent or delay 
this union2 

The enemy of Free Europe in the 1950's was the Soviet Union whom the United States 

was nylng to thwart. D d e s  sought the defense of a united nomCornmunist Europe when 

he supported European integration efforts during his time as Secretary of State. Dulles 

also derived from the Federalist Papers his opinion that economic integration was good for 
. . 

a group of =ions because they would be able to pool admmstmtive resources, achieve 

cost s a w s  and freer trade. This point was made by Alexander Hamilton in paper number 

If in addition to the consideration of a plurality of civil lists [government 
bureaucracies), we take into view the number of persons who must necessarily be 
empb yed to guard the inlaMi communications between the different confederacies 
. . . xxi if we Aw +zk d o  view 9 e  mdi~~t?r; e s ? ~ ! A k h z c ~  1,~!k!2 . . . wccld 
unavodabiy 4 h r n  the jealousies and conilicts of the several nations into 
which the States would be divided, we shall discover that a separation . . .[would 
equally injure] . . . the economy, commerce, and h i  of [a." 

In other words, needless rmlibry and fin;mcd resources were wasted by a pro W o n  of 

d countries such as  in Europe. This principle underpinned Ddles' support for the 

European creation of an atomic energy authority during the 1 950's. In Dulled worldview, 

d o a s  could come together both to do atomic research and pool their armed forces to 

2 1 "Clinton Rossiter ed. The Federalist Papers. New York: New Ammican Library, 1 % 1 . 
p. 50. 
'*d, 99. 



create better resuhs than any d o n  could accomplish ~ d ~ .  Hamilton made a 

sensible point about armed forces with which Duller agreed: 

The auhorities essential to a common defense are these: to raise armies, build and 
equip fleets, to prescribe rules for the govemmet of both; to direct their 
operations to provide for their support. These powers ought to exist without 
limitation because it is impossible to foresee or to define . . . the variety of national 
exigencies.23 

The principle of an armed forces with enough authority to do its work was what Dulles 

advocated that Europe create under the European Defense Community so that non- 

Communist European nations could pool their forces to protect themselves against the 

Soviet milit;irv threat. 

The above quotations fioin the Federalisf Pupers and their effkct on the way 

Dulles thought have to be placed in the context of the political battle m late eighteenth 

century America between Federalists like Alexander Hadton and the Anti-Federalists, 

led by Thomas Jefferson Hamilton served as tbe first Secretary of the Treasury in George 

Washington's cabinet. Federalists and Anti-Federalists were arguing about issues related to 

the Constitution and about the relative strength that commerce and agriculture should 

respectively enjoy in the early Republic. One key Federalist idea was that manufkturing 

snouici be tne mam econormc acuwty m the iinireci States, as opposed to the -ti- 

Federalist (Democratic-Republican) view that agriculture should predominate. Because 

DulIes' work m international law linked him to the major commercial interests in the 

United States, it is no coincidence that he favoured Hamilton's ideas wbich advanced the 

interests of commerce and manufacturing, interests whom Dulles served as a lawyer. 

hother event in American political history which greatiy atfated Dulles' thinkmg 

on hreign relations was the negotiation of  the Versailles Treaty m 191 9 that then- 

?resident Woodrow Urilson accomplished, but Wed to get ratified m the United States 



Senate. One concept that Dulles learned h m  this experience was the need to treat 

vanquished enemies justiy and with an absence o f  vengefulmss after the end of armed 

hostilities. As a legal counselor to the American Commission on Reparations, Dulles 

believed (as did Wilson) that the allies should not saddle Germany with a debilitating 

reparations burden: it simply made m, sense to either of them to sacrifice G m y ' s  

rehabilitation and hture economic growth to the political passions of the moment. That 

Dulles agreed with Wilson on this point is not coincidental because Wilson was one of 

Dulled former professors fkom h e t o n  University who had a great Muence on Dulles' 

intellectual development. Great Britain, France and Italy dugreed with Wilson and when 

they insisted that Germany be made to pay war costs, that is, the money spent by the Allies 

to prosecute the war, D u k  helped devise what he klieved to be a satisfkctory 

(=ompromise between this position and that of the United States, which was to omit war 

coas &om the final settlement. The gist of his compromise was that the peace treaty 

would contain one clause which would af&m Germany's theoretical liability for h.ll 

reparations and another clause which would recognize its practical d l l i t y  to make 

complete reparations for all loss and damage. For years to come. Dulles would speak of 

the "lessons" of rhr peace conference and the ratification debate p m m d y  m terms of what 

peacemakers should seek to avoid: harsh treaties. domestic pmwmhq and negotiations 

based on emotion instead of reason. Dulles also readily admined that the experience had 

wt been without its salutary aspects: he personally had come away tiom the peace 

conference and his association with Woodrow Wilson with a stronger W m 

international organization as the only practicable means by which a lasting world peace 

could be 

One consequence of these historical events was that Duks  became an 
- .  . .  

intema%iooalist at a very early age. A characteristic of Dulles and those like 

24 Y ates, "John Foster Dunes and Bipartlsaoship, 1 944- 9 952. '' pp. 1 5- 1 7. 



him was a deepseated interest m the worid beyond the United Later in his Life, 

Dulles admitted that participating in Woodrow Wilson's lectures at Princeton bad sparked 

DuUes' interest in pubtic afEir~.~~ Like many others involved in business and banking, 

Dulles had excellent credentials for memberstup in a comrmmrty of mtematbMLists in the 

United states? His travels abroad were extensive a d  there was no major internationalist 

cause in the 1920's which he r e f W  to support. For instance. he showed his Wifsonian 

loyalties by remaining a firm enthusiast of the League of Nations and American 

participation in it? In the early 19201q Dulles bzcame a sympathetic supporter of 

disinmament negotiations after the Washmgton ~ o n f e r e ~ l r ~ e . ~ ~  in 1921, the Republicans 

took over the executive branch and m the State, Treasury and C o m e  departments 

such men as Charles E. Hughes Herbert Hoover Jr., and Christian Hener fkquently 

turned to Dulles for legal advice on a variety of international issues.30 Dulles' close 

association with these men did not automatdly translate into political support for the 
. . 

adxnmstrations they servecL3' Although a Republican he stood m stark opposition to 

what he condemned as the "htllity and folly of a policy of attempted isolation" which he 

associated with Presidents Warren Hardmg and Cahin ~ o o l i d ~ e . ~ ~  Dulles' s e n t k t  is an 

indication that his gradither John Foster's stories, his traming by Woodrow Wilson at 

Princeton and his experiences as m international lawyer had influenced him to adopt a 

broader paspective on a mle for the United States in worid a 5 . k  than those m rhe 

Harding and Coolidge admhhations who possessed an "America Fhn" mentality. Dulles 

put his internatiooalism imo practice before he joioed the State Department when he acted 

~Ronald fruessen, John Foster Duiles: The Road ro Power. p. 77. 
261bid.. 10 
27Ibid, 
28Zbid., 
N b &  
30Yates, " John Foster Dulles and Bipartisanshrp," p. 18. 
3 ilbid, 
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as the lead mmba for the Commission on a Just and Durable Peace m the early 1940's 

and when he served as presidential candidate Thomas Dewey's adviser on tbreign affaas in 

the 1944 and 1948 presidential campaigns. 

originated both in his upbringing as the son of a Presbyterian minister and also fkom h~ 

work for the Commission on a Just and Durable Peace (CJDP). For Dulles, it was 

impossiMe to speak of worki politics in purely secular or purely religious terms because 

he used a ratio& based on Christian fiith to accomplish ostensibly secular political goals. 

For example. Dull- saw the roots of his own combination of realism and idealism at the 

V e d a  Treaty negotiations in the example set by Jesus Christ of Nazareth According 

to DuiIes, Christ saw the fbtilrty of strife when it was done in a spirit of hatred, hypocrisy 

and prejudice.33 As King of the Jew$ Christ also saw that m h r y  victory, which He 

couid have provided, would achieve no lasting Rsuh by itself unless the power of victory 

was given to people wbo could think straight? Dulles believed that this "u 
~maq&~'' meant tfrat victors had to understand that their fellow h- were "brothersn 

and "sisters." not simply defeated enemies.35 Even in a value statement about American 

civic life, Dulles mixed religous and political concepts: 

Our firee society became a meme to every despot because we showed how 
to meet the hunger of the people for greater opportunity and . . . d q p t y .  The tide 
of dffpotirm was rolled back and we ourselves enjoyed security.36 

In this s t a t e m  the words de~pot. deptism and security are dearly secular political 

concepts. Oa the other hand, the word dignity is a religious concept as it is a basic tenet of  

Chns th ty  that people have a fhdamental level of dignrty by virtue of being "brothersn 

33Spe-h to the Second Presbyterian Church Philadelphia, Box 290. JFDP. p 3.  
34Ib;d,, 3. 
~Ibid. ,  4. 
36Speech to Princeton National Alumni Luncheon 22 February 1952 Box 85, a. p. 3. 



and "sisters" in Jesus Christ. In another speech, Dulies voiced an opinion which integrated 

his secular and religious learning: 

M i b r y  establishments and political alliances alone will not buy peace, security and 
happiness. We must find a way to do what despotism cannot do. That means we 
must recognize the equal dignity of all men and provide opportumty that 
extends tiom the most fortunate to the least fortunate among us. 

The secular concepts Dulles mentioned above consist o f the h d a r  despotism, pulitica! 

uiliances and military establishnrenrs. He also mentioned the religious concepts of human 

dignig7 a d  peace. What Dulles said above is sigolticant because he hated despotism 

because of its disregard tbr human rights, rights which his Christian conscience told him 

were worthy of respect. Ddes' experience as a student in France had also shaped his 

sentiments on politics and how they related to treatment of  people. In 1789, France had 

penned a Declaration of the Rights of Man and his still-developing student's mind could 

not help but be afkted by French ideas about govemrnea. Lastiy, for Dulles, tangiile 

respect for human dignity and creation of peace went together because they constituted 

the desired outcome of Jesus Christ's teachmg in the Christian Scriptures that "whatever 

you do to the least of my fellows. you also do to me."38 

In 1937. Dull& newfound activism took him to two international conferences. 

both convened for the purpose of studying ways to promote world peace. The first 

conhrence. held m Paris and sponsored by the League of Nations. left him dismayed. The 

delegates Wed to reach agreement on a single issue. a £%lure Odes attri'buted to their 

lnabdity to m e n d  national biases and conventional thinking. The second conference 

was held in Olrford, Enghd  and brought together prominent churchmen, whose 

d e h i t i o n s  Dul ls  found enlightening and constructive. Above all. he came away fiom 

jflhis use of "dignity" m a religious sense does not deny that the concept is also a secular 
one, or that it exists in other religious systems aside h m  Christianity. It seems that Dullest 
strongiy religious upbringing would have mide him think of human dignity p m m d y  in a 
Cfuistian sense. 
38Speech ''The Moral Initiative," Box 69. JFDP, p. 2. 



the conference with a new enthusiasm for Christianity's role in the secular world. In the 

context of international relations, this meant that Chnstianrty might provide both an 

antidote to dangerous nationalism and a stimulus to greater understanding and cooperation 

among the peoples of the world. If individuals were guided by the tea~hmgs of Jesus 

Christ m their earthly endeavours and ifthey would accept God as the object of their 

supreme loyalty instead of the nation-state. Dulles believed that they might be able to free 

their minds of prejudice and hate. In addition, people would rediscover a sense of duty 

towards their fellow men and leam to approach their common problems in a spirit of 

brotherhood, witbout reference to national bouncia&s. However, Dulles still believed that 

the attainment of lastmg peace required adjustments and accommodations of a political 

nature. j9 

Both the secular and Christian strands m Dullest thought came together in his first 

book War. Peace and C h g e  published m 1939. The ideas he expressed m this vohrme 

are rmportant because they were reflected as well m many of Dullest later speeches m 

which he analyzed the causes and prevention of war. as we1 as general world political 

events. Wm. Peace and Change addressed international pro blems from a secular 

philosophical perspective, terms of reference which were directed towards and 

comprehended by the d group of Americans who had universty educations. D@s' 

book had as its central theme "peaceful changen and offered its readers an objective 

enquiry into the causes of war and the means of eliminating war as a tool of statecraft. 

Dulles defined change as tbe process m which dynarmc forces prevded over static tbrces. 

He had become preoccupied with the concept of change dumg his year of study at the 

Sohrme under the renowned philosopher Hezlri Bergson. Bergson's philosophy posited 

an open universe in permanent motion and in constant flux. According to Bergson. the 

universe was misunderstood by the human intellect accustomed to thinkmg of processes m 

-. - 

~ Y a t e s ,  "John Foster Dulles and Biprtkmship," pp.3 1-32. 



static terms. In writing his book, Dulles applied Bergson's ideas concerning change (in 

greatly simpW terms) to the study of international refatiom, s p e d k d y  to the question 

of international conflict. Dulled conclusion was that change, or more accurately the fbhm 

to understand and accommodate change in the international system, was the source of 

conflict m world a0%rs. Until statesmen couid devise means to direct the impulse for 

change into peacell channels, the pattern of recurrent, incr- violent warfke would 

continue to be the dominant feature of international relations m the modern world. J0 

Dulles a d y z d  the domestic life of nations m terms of the interaction between 

society, government and actual or potential conflicts to be resolved. According to Dulles, 

when conflict became intense within a nation, the resort to violence as a means to conflict 

resolution was ahways a distinct possibility. Yet in most countries, acts of violence 

ranging b m  individual crime to civil war were regarded as aberrant. Dulles believed that 

the reason for this situation was that nation-states were able to keep conflict within their 

borders under control through the imposition of what be referred to as the ethical solution 

and the authoritarian solution. By ethical sohtioa he meant the variety of means used to 

"mold the human spirit" m such ways as to strengthen the bonds of interdependency and 

consensus within a nation and to lessen the intensity of individual needs. What the ethical 

solution M e d  to achieve t h o  ugh education and persuasion, the authoritarian solution 

deah with through state regulation of individual befiaviour and though state actions 

c a r e m  calculated to balance the divergent needs of satisfied and dissatisfied elements of 

the population. The r& was a national equilibrium between static and dynamic forces, 

an qtdihhn that required constant adjustment, but in which d segrraents of the 

population were made to f e l  relarive@ secure and relatively satisfied. Where society 



existed in such e q d i  change proceeded peacew, thus rendering violence 

irrelevant as a vehicle for a.itemg the status quo.41 

Duties' experience as a practitioner of international law made it easy for him to 

apply the above anaiyss to international relations. Because each country had its own 

agenda and priorities, Ddes  believed that the notion of world government was 

impractical and thought that setting up merely supranational institutions would rake a long 

time. According to Dulles, national personification and the absence of shared belie& and 

values on a worldwide scale obstructed imposition of the ethical sobtion on the 

international level. S-ousb, the complexity of governmental bct ions  and 

rehctance of nation-states to relinquish their claims to sovereignty made the creation of a 

supranational central authority capable of imposing the authoritarian so lution on the 

narions o f the world extremely diflicult. Dulles admitted that there was a body o f 

international law already in existence but that with the absence of a central authority 

capable of understanding and accommodating change, international law was limited 

because it represented little more than another means by which stidied nations sought to 

perpetuate the status quo. Accordmg to Duiles, international law did not replace force or 

the threat of force as "the oniy way of assuring a change fiom conditions which to some 

nations might seem intolerable or 

Dulles applied the above method of thinking when he examined the M aggressive 

annexation moves by the Geman Nazi regime and the Imperial Japanese. He came to the 

nuanced conchxion that all nations in Europe and East who had blundered 

dipbmatically were responsible for the out break of World War II. At one point in Octoba 

7939 he told an audience: "For fifteen years following the [Great War], Britain and France 

dominated Europe. They, with the United States, reached a power so overwhelrmng that 



their political and ecowmic policies vitally affected all other peoples of the world . . . yet 

that power was exercised purely selfishly to the end of perpetuating [for themselves] a 

monopoly of advantage." In this statement. Dulles seemed to be implying that Axis 

canrpaigns were leghimate responses to oveheamg bebaviour by the beneficiaries of the 

status quo. In kt, M e s  did not mean to legitimize any side's actions. In Wm, Peuce and 

Change he followed his catalogue of German. Japanese and ltalian responses to the 

rigidity of international rehtions by writing: "the foregoing recitals are not by way of 

defense. What has happened to china, Ethiopia and to many Austrians and C m h s  is 

repugnant to civilized mankind." At all points. Dulles tried to make it clear that it was the 

emsting system of international relations that was at fault, not one or another particular 

nation. About the Allies Duiles wrote: "I do not blame personally the rulers of England 

and France for what they did or what they Med to do. They were the creatures of the 

system of which they fomed part." The above discussion enables one to better understand 

why Dulks was uncodortable about the attitude of those such as Henry C o f b  who 

urged "moral and material" aid for the Allied war etfort. Dulles was intelligent enough to 

see that a rigid international system led both Allies and the Axis countries to take actions 

which evenrually led to 

Dulles was *ly optimistic abut human abilities to change the way international 

relations were conducted and he believed that fimctionalisn would provide the key to 

soiving international problems. He believed that humans had the k d t i e s  for rational a d  

inreiligent action which could be employed in a concerted effort to devise ways for 

applymg the ethical and authoritarian sohions to the problem of international conflict. 

With respect to the ethical solution, Dulles suggested that a religious philosophy or 

po liticai ideology devoid of nationalistic content, could be substituted for the natio n-state 

as the 0byx-t of individual devotion and s e l f - d c e .  With respect to the a u t h o ~  



sohion, Dulles r e d i d  that any attempt to create a world government with unlimited 

authority woukl founder on the rocks of national sovereignty. He did suggest tbat national 

governments @t be persuaded to relinquish some of their powers to supranational 

agencies of a fimctional character. created for the purpose of dealing with c o m n  

economic d political problems. Over time. this economic cooperation among nations 

might spill over into cooperation on political matters and lead to a w i b g m s  to impart an 

even greater degree of national authority to an international organization which had 

political as well as economic functions. It was on this gradual institutio~tion of 

international coopemtion that Dulles placed his greatest hopes for a more peacefd 

world.4l Dulles implemented his ideas later dunng his time as Secretary of State (1 953- 

1959) by encouraging the reconciliation of France and West Germany within the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), within the European Cod and Steel Community 

and the Economic Community. By the end of Dulles' tenure as Secretary of State, armed 

conflict between France and West Germany began to be unthinkable. 

It is impomt to realize that West  iate 1930's brand of internationalism did not 

advocate setting up a world supranational government. This issue arose f h m  a 

conilict m the Franklin Rooseveh-era Republican party between supposed "isolationistsn 

and "mternationaljsrs." According to Mes. the real conflict m the pany was between 

those who called for the recognition of the mutually helpll interdependence of 

lladependent nations and those calling for a form of world government with its own 

rmlitary force. In W. Dulles believed that no world govemment could function except on 

the foundation of a world-wide community of spirit. This c o w  spirit, accordmg to 

Dulles did not exkt to a degree which would just@ any nation commining its destiny to a 

body assening world-wide authority. Dulles also emphasized that world government was 



not the only alternative to world anarchy. Instead. much could be done by building 

between nations a cooperative relationship. J5 

The concepts contained in War, Peace and C h g e  may have been abstract and 

presented to a small group, but after the book was published, Dulles shared h s  ideas on 

how to prevent wars with a wider audience. On 12 March 1941 Dulles gave an address at 

the Second Presbyterian church in Philadelphia w k e  he laid out his understanding of 

current events. In the speech, Dulles afkned that there was very Little Amerk -~  pop* 

understanding of the causes of the current war and the Great War ( I9 14- 1 9 1 8) as wefl as 

hie interest in why both had happened.J6 According to Dulles, the popular view was that 

four great nations of the world happened at the same time to fall under the domination of a 

few evil menJ7 Dulles d e d  this view the "devil theory of causationn and said that 

humans had used it to explain floods and other outbreaks of nature.4s He implied that the 

"dew1 theory" was no longer a usell tool to explain why wars sill occurred: "we still 

thereby seek to explain the explosions of human energy. This is simple; it saves us &OXTI 

mental exertion and relieves us of all causal resposib~."J9 Essent*, Dulles said that 

wars did not happen by accident because their ultimate source lay m human thoughts 

which were translated into actions. In his analysis of the causes of war, Dulles pointed out 

ihat in every communrty there are evil men of great ambition who are disposed to 

violence. Dulles then used an idea of Alexander Hamilton's to make a point about politics: 

"we must nan our political thmltmg fiom the premise that in every comrnumty there will 

always be men who are ill disposed and prone to violence. The problem is to organize 

society so that such m a  will not come into the leadershrp of their co-. In other 

45hessen .  224. 
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words, people as citizens had to take active personal responsibility for the quality of their 

Moving from a d y z q  national politics to an analysis of intematiod relations, 

Dulles believed that nations had largely managed to avoid civil war but tbat no 

mecimmms were m p k f e  to prevent war between nations. Dulles also repeated his point 

that creating mechanisms to prevent conflict wouki be a gradual pocess. * According to 

Dulles, an arbiter called "governmentn exercised "policy power" to repress mdividual and 

sporadic acts of violence. On the other hand, government was expected to keep violence 

within controUabie limits by mainmiring social conditions to prevent development of 

situations where discontent and a sense of injustice were acute.52 Dulles then took the 

countries ofthe world to task for fiuhg to give universal application to p o h d  

knowledge: 

as between national groups, there exist no political mechanisms like those which 
maintain domestic tranquility muse] each state is sovereign and in each 
sovereignty the power is exercised for the benefit of the national group. The 
hndamental Gtct is that the nationalist system of whoily independent, fully 
sovereign states has completed its cycie of ~sefidness.~~ 

Dulles was speakmg in 194 1 ,  only two years aAer war broke out in Europe and the 

warring nations. In 1944. Dulles continued to think along the same h e  and told a mass 

meeting in Washington, D.C. hekl days before the opening of the San Francisco 

conferPrPce that there should be a balance of enthusiasm for doing something with 

practicality about crganving the ioternarionai sy~ten3.j~ According to Dulles, the nations 

of the worid were like so many "savage chieftains or frontiersmen" who had just begun to 



"gather around the camptire" for dirussion55 Because this situation existed, Dulles 

bekved that there w m  no shortcuts to meanbgfid international organizatioq a statement 

which constituted a reasmion of the necessity for gradImli.an m foreign affahs that he 

had discussed m War, Peace and ~ h o n ~ e ?  

Before exploring what M e s  accomplished when he participated as a leader of the 

Commission for a Just and Durable Peace (CJDP), the organization itself is worth 

examining. Work with the CJDP was an important chapter in Dufles' life. He served as its 

chairman fkom 1940 to 1946 and gave it a great deal o f  his time and energy. There was a 

Cormnittee of Direction composed of two dozen Protestant leaders with which he worked. 

There were also wed hundred members eventually within the full Commission to whom 

he brought ideas and statements for approval at periodic conferences. Dulles and his co- 

workers wanted first to get Americans thinking about international refations and the 

desirable ingredients for a future peace. Secondly, they were anxious to suggest ways in 

which these difficulties could be tackied. The CDP was to inculcate "certain broad moral 

(and ethcai) principles" with which the future pIans of governments and peace 

contkences could be made to 

Where its chairman had usually directed his earlier peace-buildmg efforts at limited 

audierices, the CjDP aimed for stimulation of a vast segment of American public opinion. 

Indeed. publicity efforts and pubhc relations cmqaigm became the dominant mgedient m 

Dulles' church-related work during World War LI. The lion's share of his energy in this 

sphere was directed toward taking a few basic ideas and publicizing them in such a way 

that would have r m x b m  popular appeal In short, the subject matter of these intensive 

publicity efforts involved a series of \r.ariations on basic themes. First, that the United 

S ~ e s  should accept its Long-range respousibility as an important protagonist in the 



international arena Secondiy, the horrors of war should be turned into a brighter firture by 

citizens workmg for reforms m politicai and economic behaviour of nation-states. Thirdly, 

the United States should work to diminish fanatical attachments to national sovereignty by 

encouragmg organic interdependence among the peoples of the world. j8 

It is m 1 942 that we observe the clearest synthesis of  Christian principles and 

secular politics in Dulled ideas for reforming international relations. This synthesis of his 

ideas originated m his leadership of the work of the Commission on a Just and Durable 

Peace (CJDP). FirstIy, Christianity teaches that people are "brothers" and "sistersn in 

Christ and that Christians must devote some concern to the welfare of society. 

Accordingly, in its report the CJDP aflkmd: 

the principle of cooperation and mutual concern implicit in the moral order and 
essential to a just and durable peace calls for a true community of nations. The 
interdependent iife of nations must be ordered by agencies having the duty and 
power to promote and safeguard the general welfare of all people.59 

In this statement, the secular principle of fimctiooal international organizations was 

combined with a Christian duty to be concerned about the welfare of one's fellow humans. 

The ClDP also saessed the necessity for decolonization by citing the American precedent: 

"government which derives its just power from the consent of the governed is the truest 

sxpression of the rights and dignity of man. This requires tbat we seek autonomy for all 

subject and colonial people."60 in this passage, the Chistian belief in dignrty for all 

humans was combined witb a plea to end the secular political despotism that European 

(and to a lesser extent American) colonialism had historically represented. The CIDP also 

bvoured strengthened arms control when h stated that military establishments should be 

internationally cormofled and be made subject to law under the conrmunrry of nations. In 

58Prueseq 192-194. 
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addition, the CJDP h w e d  pragmatism when writing that it was unacceptable for one or 

more nations to be forcibly deprived of their arms while other nations retained the nght of 

main- or e x p d m g  their rmlitary establistrments and that this could produce only an 

uneasy peace for a limned period.62 Agaia a concern for preserving peace (arguably both 

a secular and rebglous principle) was combined with a suggestion that all nations be 

allowed to maintab at least some armed forces for segdefease, form which would be 

regulated under international arms control agreements. 

The CJDP also advanced Dulles' belief in international organization when it 

propod a list of general tasks for national governments and those tasks which could be 

performed by supranational organizations. First, the suggested tasks for national 

government were enumerated: "preservation of public order, the maintenance of economic 

opportumty. the deguarding of public health and wehre, and the direction of population 

The Cormnittee also stated that the above tasks must be performed by 

local and national governments but in part they could now be effatively carried out only 

by international a~ thont -y .~~  Logically, the CJDP went on to afkn that c a t a h  powers 

now exercised by national governments must be delegated to a hlgher level of authority, 

powers sush as final judgment in controversies between nations, the maintenance and use 

of armed forces except for the preservation of domestic order and the regulation of 

international aade and population movements among natiordj This statement of the 

CJDP's was logical m ligh of the k t  that the committee was suggesting mechanisms to 

prevent war h m  reocclming over subjects that had provided ample grolmds for armed 

conflict in the past. Though it took time to accomplish, the CJDP had a taogibie effect on 

the postwar international order because the pFincipies it enunciated led to the formation of 



the United Nations Organization and embryonic forms of transnational government in 

Western Europe in the 1950's. 

The ideas generated while Dulles worked as a C- of the Committee for a 

Just and Durable Peace also affected his dipbmacy vis-a-vis France m the 1950's. For 

txyainple, Dulles believed that by see- the Chidan  Kingdom of God, the United States 

had developed into a rich country and that it was now its respomhlity to live up to its 

historical legacy by sbarmg the spiritual, intellectual and material fhh of American 

society with other nationd6 in t m  of material f i ts ,  on Dulles' watch as Secretary of 

State. great amounts of money were provided to France to buy arms with the intention of 

tmngmg the French to end the war in Indochina. Spiritual fruits of American society were 

embodied in the kt that Dulles articulated the need for and helped lay the foundations for 

a lasting peace between France and West Gennany. Intellectual hits of American 

civllizarion were shared in rhe way that Dulles intelligently conducted diplomacy with the 

French, under admittedly trying circ-s when French governments changed 

rekrtiveiy fkquentfy during the 1950's. It must be said that Dulles' @lomatic 

accomplishments with the French were not perfect. For instance, Dulles' inexperience in 

matters having to do with tbe Muslim worfd handicapped him in his diplomacy with the 

French because he was unable to help negotiate an end to France's military involvement m 

.Algeria by the time he resigned as Secretary of State m 1 959. A contributing factor to this 

outcome was the state of French domestic politics, a fktor over which American 

diplomacy couid exercise little control. 

When one examines Duties' personal ideology, it is important to realize rhat his 

Christian faith was ow one component of the way he looked at the world. Lawrence 

Yates is correct when he writes that Dulles did not become a Statesman for Christ as he 

did not become overiy preoccupied with moral absolutes and the struggie for good and 

66 Speech to Princeton National Alumni Luncheon 22 February 1952, JFDP. p. 3 .  



evil in the world. Yates correctly points out that excessive preoccupation with the moral 

a b b e s  was ruled out for Mes because of his extensive experience m law and 

diplomy. Having been actively involved in attempts to resolve some of the most 

intractable problems of his day, Dull= clearly recognized the gap between the real and the 

ideal. More importantly in shieldmg him h m  rehgmus fanaticism, he understood that 

progress toward closing the gap between the real and the ideal entailed patience, the 

recognition of "practical limitations," plus the abdity to "take account ofwhat men are, not 

what the church thinks they ought to be." Yates is correct when he writes that ir was this 

pragmtic outlook that inttuenced Duiles' thmkmg and his actions as he came to grips wrth 

important issues on a day-to-day basis. Regarding theological and moral considerations, 

these influenced Dulles more m conceiving the broad outlines of a certain diplomatic 

project, inchdmg the rehgous principle that ths project would serve.67 

Dulles' diplomacy durmg the 1 950's used his rel@ous ideas as a base for svategy 

whereas his diplomatic tadcs were g d e d  by purely secular considerations. For instance. 

F r a n c o - G m  reconciliation was based on the wed for peace between the two peoples. 

Funher projects for Eumpean integration such as the Coal and Steel Commumty and the 

&mqmn Atomic Commuooy d Econormc  omm mu my were Qeslgnea to gwe t m h  the 

French and Gnmans enough &&e to constructively maintain and improve their 

relations. Peace was the goal for French-Gaman relations while secular fhdonalism was 

the tool ool to achieve that goal An end to the Fim Indochina war was necessary to 

save the people of South Viemam h r n  despotism by "godless Coosrmnistsn m North 

Vietnam, Saving the people of South Vietnam by ending the war accomplished the 

mategx goal of creating peace while at the sgmp time the tactics of secular diplomacy 

were used to d e f i  the Communist attempt to subvert South Vietnam. Though it did not 

happen while DuiIes was S e c ~ ~ t a r y  of State, he wanted to see an end to French repression 

67Yates. "John Foam Dulles a d  Bqwmadip, 19444952." pp. 32-33. 



in Algeria of a people with leghimate claims to autonomy. Dulles could not state his wish 

directly to the French because such a statement would aggravate French- American 

relations and endanger French receptiveness to American support of European projects 

involving France. 

For Dulles, anti-communirm was an important "arrow" m his "quiver" of ideas on 

his nation's role in international relations. His experiences more than a quarter century 

before the drafting o f  his magazine articles provided the real roots of his Cold War 

attitudes. As a lower echelon member of the Wilson adminissation between 1 9 1 7 and 

191 9, he had witnessed and shared the fmt reactions to the Bolshevik Revolution. W e s  

also had been mounded by men who felt revulsion at the chaos associated with the 

Communists. The Bolsheviks m Russia were perceived as threats to Western civilization, 

gnhg rise to anguished delirations in many capitais. Secretary of State Robert Lansing* 

Dulled uncle, was typically vitriolic, offering numerous descriptions of "anarchyn and the 

"forces of tenork&' while warning that "the fires were sweeping westward.d8 

.%lthough he did not speak like Lansing at that time. hrlles ahnost certamly shared 

the perspective he represented. As a government functionary in Washmgton and then m 

Paris, he joined m a variety of policy debates and program specifically aimed at crushmg 

the revohrtionary menace. His work at the War Trade Board m 1 9 1 8, for example, 

included participation m a scheme designed to defeat the Bolsheviks m Siberia; the 

Russian Bureau which he served as a Treasurer became a conduit for -ping goods to 

Eavoured Czech and Koichak forces. Dulles became explicit about communism as he 

developed his own grand reform schemes. He began to perceive it as a rival " W" 

For example, a l l  of his work mith the CJDP was designed to chart a route away h m  the 

cycle of economic crisis and war which he believed were inherent in the existing world 

order. Like Resident Wilson before him Dulles approached the problem &om a reformer's 



perspective and favoured moderate, peaceli changes to the global political economy. 

These changes woukl make Communism unattractive to adopt, especdly by small newly 

independent former colonies and European countries beyond Soviet political inauenct . 

Communism, k e  fascism, Dulles considered an "alien faith" committed to worldwide 

realization through world revolution and whose approach and methods went against the 

very grain of his identity as a Christian and a supporter of a democratic form of 

government responsive to the popular wdP9 

Dullest ideology also deserves closer examination due to the charges of "moralism" 

made against him by contemporary critics and Cold War historians. The existlng literature 

on Dulles shares the perspective that he was a "moralist" when he s p  ke publicly because 

he used Christian concepts to explain his position Mes '  rhetorical moralism is 

negatively evaluated and is used to support a contention that he was "narrowminded" in 

not consxiering all the f h s  of a situation when he made American foreign 

Towmend Hoopes writes that Dulles kequently showed a tendency to adopt a "preacher's 

style" in his statements as a means of excluding factors which he tbund awkward or 

distastell to deal with on their merits.'] These arguments need to be rwxarmned. Past 

historians who have written a b u t  Dulles' speakmg style have not considered that he was 

speakjng in a language laced wnh Judeo-Christiao principles EMiliar to the American 

public. fn this way, Dulles conrnbuted to democratic discussion and consideration of 

foreign policy issues. Unlike the vast majority of Americans m the 1950's. Dulles had 

attended university and was part of a d portion of American society which was 

university-educated. In his public speeches on foreign policy, Dulles could have used more 

academic and abstract language, however, his message would not have been as well 

691bid,, 268-269. 
70Gabriel and Joyce KoIko. The Limits of Power. New York: Harper and Row, 1972. p. 
678. 
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understood by Americans with much less formal education. Indeed, the evidence suggests 

that Dulles used the Christian religious idiom to make himself more clearly understood by 

American society which was in the 1 950's ovenvhehmgly Judeo-Christian in its religious 

outlook and intellectual orientation. Average Americans might not have had as much 

formal schooling as Dulles, but attendance at religious services gave them a good basis for 

understanding and discussing among themselves Wes'  ideas on foreign policy. It should 

be noted that Dulles' use of the Christian idiom was the verbal parallel to the book War or 

Peace which he deliberately wrote to gain a mass audience for his ideas on foreign policy. 

s-urmaa 

It is ciear that Dulles acquired his outlook on international a & h  both h r n  his 

Christian religious background and fkom his examination of the world of secular power 

politics. In his writing, he emphasized the need for a more orderly international system to 

govern the relations of interdependent nations. At the same time, M e s  was not an 

advocate of worId government because m the early 1 940's he did not beiieve that the 

world shared a sufficient stock of trust and common values to make such an o p t i o n  

viable. Instead, supranational organizations coukl be created to which nations delegated 

power to deal ~ curamon economic and political problems. On the making of an 

appropriate foreign po ticy, Dulles was pragmatic because he recopmi that force or the 

threat of force was more effkctive in changmg what to some nations seemed intolerable 

situations rather than a recourse to following international law. From a Christian 

perspective, M e s  bekved that it was the duty of ~LKEUE to have concern for their 

fellow human beings. His experiences m the VeLSaiUes Treaty negotiations convinced him 

that people should act to help improve life m other nations by trying to prevent wars and 

resolve conflicts in a way that left a minimum of rancour between former enemies. By 

using the ludeo-clrkth religious idiom when speaking to the American public. Dulles 

tbstered democratic discussion of his ideas. Atthough the overwhelming majority of 

Xmericans did not receive university educations, this wider audience's attendance at 



religious services gave it the tools to understand and discuss Dulles' foreign policy ideas. 

Though there was a strong Christian mfluence on the way Dulles thought, he did not 

become preoccupied wnh moral absolutes because wide practicing international law. he 

learned that patience, consideration of practical limitations and to deal with people the 

way they were exemplified appropriate strategies to use when solving complex 

international pro blerns. 



Chapter Two First Two Years, 1953-1954 

Foreign policy that President Eisenhower and Secretary Dulles implemented 

towards France during the 1950's cannot be f U y  understood without examming the 

process of how the State Department detennmed an appropriate set of policies to use 

when relating to France. This chapter will examine the decisions which were made after 

discussion of sometimes opposing views within the State department. While foreign policy 

towards France was being determined, American diplomatic actions towards that country 

were atTected by the k t  that not all the personnel who worked on French issues felt the 

same need to interpret French events to Americans w o r k  in the field, such as D u k  did 

when he took tinme to consult with Ambassador Douglas Dillon. Lastly, the State 

Depanment's structure and the useful analytical work completed by the Policy Plannmg 

Stat f  afTected the substance and quality of decisions made. All of these conditions applied 

to the way tbreign policy was made in the State Department d u n g  the early 1950's. 

Because the State Department was a political organization it participated m the 

interdepartmental jockeying which occurred when it came time to implement a certain 

foreign policy. 

As President and Secretary of State respectively during the 1950's, it took great 

politid sM1 for Dwight Eisenhower and Foster Dulles to make and implement American 
. . 

foreign policy. Relations with France during the Eisenhower admmtmtion were 

complicated by the fkquent changes of government on the French side which necessitated 

corresponding changes in American diplomatic strategies. This chapter will briefly explore 

Eisenhower's and Dulles' previous experience of working within gov-t bureaucracies 

and then examine how that experience h e w  them make foreign policy towards France. 

By ewmining the comoversy within the State department about whether a bilateral or a 

multikteral focus should have been adopted towards Western Europe. this chapter will 

refine the opinion f o d  m the existing Literature that Mes was rncapable of being an 



effective Secretary of State. A crucial part of Dulles' effectiveness in leading the State 

kpartment was the firm support that he received from President Eisenhower. Due to 

their broad experience of workmg in government bureaucracies, both President 

Eisenhower and Secretary of State Dulles successfully s o h d  problems affecting Franco- 

American relations What helped them accomplish this was their people rMls which in 
. .  

turn mmmnzed the problem for rational decisionmakmg which usually afEect governmnt 

departments svch as decisions based on mistaken if-ormation, organizational s h g ~ s s  

and c o d k t  between personal and organizatioaal benefits. 

v a  r- 
Problem &ing rational American decisionmakmg about French.Ammcan 

relations were m i .  m part by Secretary Dull=' life experience and his willingness to 

help Adasador Dillon who dealt directly with the French. As a student, Dulles spent a 

year mdymg at the Sorbnne. a stay which ailowed him to get $miliar with French 

culture and worldviews. As a r e d  of this stay, Dudes likely gained an appreciation for 

the kt that the French had a complex culture and that they were a highly civilized people. 
. . Dougtas DiUon an ambassador to France during the Eisenhower adrmrustration, found 

that Dulles because of his personal backgrod and knowledge was quite undemanding of 

French positions and reactions. * .4ccording to Dillon, Dulles was more sympathetic and 

unclerstanding in lending a haml to resolve complexities in Fnmco-American relations tban 

people such as Deputy Undersecretary Robert LM~rphy to whom the ambsrsador would 

usually report. 73 Dillon's statement shows that the organization value of providmg 

maxinun assistance to " fieekhvorkersn such as Ambassador Dillon was rmperfectiy 

imernaiized because not everyone m the State Department was Hlllmg to make time to 

discuss problems with him and help him fbd sohaions. In the case of Dinon's work for 

nJohn Foster Dulles Oral History Project (hereafter J F ' H P ) :  interview with Douglas 
Dillon Seeley Mudd Manuscript Library, Princeton University. p. 6.  
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Franco--can relations, the mutual exchange of information between him and Dulles 

about both day- today diplomacy and longer-range considerations made for a smoother 

policy irnplernentation process than would have occurresi under a different Secretary of 

State with other interests. One example of this is Dillon's information-g- work 

which allowed Ddes  to deal better with his French diplomatic counterparts such as Pierre 

~ e n d k ~ r a n c e  about whom Mes learned that he was an intelligent and purposeful man, 

a k t  which DulIes Later used to Anmian advantage. 

It  was vital that Douglas Dillon correctly "get the measuren of Pierre Adend& 

France because knowing about him would pay future @lomatic dividends for United 

States diplomacy. For  ins^^^, Dillon correctly reco@ that  end&-~rance was well 

positioned politidly after the 1 954 Indochina armistice: 

Having won the settlement within the time !E had specified and having brilliantly 
defended it before the ..\ssembiy, ~ e n d h ~ r a n c e  is now in a very strong position. 
He is receiving practically universal credit for having ended the war as well as 
recogmtion for his intelligence and purposefulness.74 

The kst sentence of this message had particular relevance for the makmg of US foreign 

poky. D u k  wished to budd a grouping of anti-Communist countries in Southeast Asia. 

To do this and get the sou the as^ Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO) established, Dulles 

had to make clear that this organi7ation was dedicated to beating back Communist 

nfhence m the d e r  couna-ies of Asia This line of argument succeeded in convincing 

~end&~rance to lend French support because the French prime minister agreed that 

Communist influence in Asia bad to be countered and he also wanted to show that he was 

capable of cooperating with the United States. Even before SEAT0 was established, 

Dillon gave a hvourable view of ~endA~rance's work in foreign rektions: "He is 

men* crwiit . . . for baving scored a diplomatic "victoryn over the US by brhgq the 

74Ambassador in France Dillon to the of State, 26 July 1954. FRL'S 1952- 
1954 (Volume 6): Western Europe and C a m k  p. 1439. 



Undersecretary to Geneva but actually he has gone out of his way to stress fidelity to [the] 

basic concept of US-Frenc h cooperation" 75 One way that ~ e n d k ~ r a n c e  showed that he 

could cooperate d the United States was by afknmg that a successfid reconcihation of 

France and West Germany would need United Kingdom support, an opinion also shared in 

the US State ~e~artment.  end&-~rance followed through on his words by 

cooperativeiy adopting the British solution to the post-EDC impasse otfered by British 

foreign minister Anthony Eden Douglas DiUon's intelligence-gathermg made Dulles 

reaiize that r end&-~mce could be a teammate as long as the United States couched new 

ideas m terms that appealed to the French prime minister's logical ability, his sense of 

purpose and the need to make a constructive place for France in the new post-colonial 

international environment. 

Another reason that ~rnperfect information on France did not present a constraint 

to rational decisionmakmg was that Dulles related fhnkly and straightforwardly to his 

French counterpans. For example, former French Prime Minister ~ e n 6  Mayer in an oral 

history interview said that he found it very easy to speak fkmkly with Secretary ~ u l l e s . ~ ~  

Mayer also feh that Dulles was easi to understand partly because both men had ongmaHy 

mined for careers as lawyers which to Mayer meant that in some instances lawyers could 

d e m a n d  each other better than non-lawyers.78 Even with Foreign Min~ster'~ Pierre 

Adend&-~rance. over time a good working relationship evolved between him and Dulles 

despite original American suspicions of ~ e n d k ~ r a n c e ' s  political orientation. It helped 

that the ~end~&-~rance government was more open with the United States both about the 

75lbid.. 1440. 
76Pierre  end&-~mnce, Oeuvres Completes: Gouvemr, c'est chisir 1 954- 1 955. Paris: 
Editions Gallhard, 1 986. 1 8 September 1 954 interview with the Manchester Guardian. p. 
322. 
77 Interview with ~ e n 6  Mayer, JFDOHP, p. 7. 
781bid., 8. 
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state of French relations with the Viet-Minh national fiont and about French needs for 

American assistance to provide fbr an orderly withdrawal of French m6astructure &om 

Vietnam after the 1 954 Geneva Accords were negotiated. go Part of the reason relations 

between the Americans and Mend&-France were rocky was that  end&-France 

did not h a y s  tell the Eisenhower administnrion what it wanted to hear. For instance, 

one goal of President Eisenhower's m 1953 and 1954 was to get France to rat@ its 

memberstup m the European Defense Comunr ty  (EDC), sometlung that Mend&-France 

said would not happen (a correct prediction) because he could not obtain a constitutional 

majority for this m the French National Assembly. Up to this time.  end&-~rance had 

been the only Prirne Minister to tell the facts about the EDC and demonstrate their 

veracity by trying and fuling to have the European Defense Community treaty rat&d by 

the National Assembly. American-French relations had improved by November 1 954, after 

Mendk-France had cooperated in fmding an ahemate sohtion for EDC in the form of the 

Westem European Union. 
. . 

rive P u  

In 1953 and 1954. State Department organizational sluggishness was not an issue 

which blocked rational decisionmalung because Undersecretary of State Walter Smith 

managed the department very well. Part of his good managemem was to keep the Policy 

Planning StaE(PPS) busy writing reports which contained intelligent analysis of France 

and possible courses of action by the United States government. One PPS report entitled 

"France as a Problem for US Foreign Policy" gave a virtual blueprint of how the State 

deptment could help Westem Europe make constructive use of the aftermath of the 

Wed EDC plan. This repon recogwed that a replacement for EDC would have to 

include Britain and a£bmed that recent experience showed that there was no way to bnng 

80% Penfagon Papers: l7te Lk$iense D e m e n t  Hisrory of United Stales 
Decisionmaking on Vietnam. Yo& I. Senator Gravel Editioa Boston: k o n  Press, 
1971. p. t 14. 



the French and Germans tc any close arrangement without the UK standing by to act as a 

guarantor.8 The British would have to guarantee French political, rmlitary, and economic 

integrity because France feared Germ- and those fears would increase the eventual 

growth of German economic and political influence.82 In the plan that served as an 

afternate to EDC, the British would k in a privileged position because they would not be 

subject to the application of force and arms contro 1s on their own territory since the 

Brussels arrangements wodd refate only to continental ~ u r o ~ e .  83 Lastly, the ahernate 

pkn would not force the British to accept supranationalisn because the new union would 

have no supranational features but would consist of an experiment that might, if members 

d m  adopt supranationality as an operating 

.A report regarding a successor to EDC stated that US interests would be s e n d  

by integration and consolidation of the countries of Western Europe. American interests 

would be served to the extent that a composite plan reconciled France and Germany while 

assuring their cooperation 85 The United States wanted to avoid the unhappy role of being 

the "firefighter" who came to put out codlagrations taluog the form of European civil 

wars. Secondly. the plan would have to establish a close and lastmg British association 

with the continental group of pwers. 86 Third, the p h  would have to give promise of a 

strengthened European collective security system with German partxipation Lastly, the 

Brussels reorganization of European defense would have to give impetus to European 

integration, with some promise of its organic and institutional evoiutions7 in fact, the plan 

81 Policy Plarmmg Staffrepon: "France as a Problem for US Foreign Policy," May 13, 
1954, p. 38. RG 59: DS: NARA, CoIlege Park, MD (hereafter NARA). 
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53 Policy Pknning Staffreport: "Primary Considerations in Deterrmning a US Negotiating 
Position at the London Conkremen, September 22, 1954, p. 5. RG 59: DS. NARA. 
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proposed by British foreign minister Anthony Eden and vigorous& promoted by Dulles 

and the EisenhO wer adminhation accompbshed ail of these objectives. 

Another reason why constraints on rational decisionmalung were minimized was 

that President Eisenfio wer and Dulles acted m their relations with France and Europe by 

improving the United States' reputation as a supporter of an integrated Europe. For 

instance, the Eisenhower admkktmtion attempted to move the State department away 

tiom a bilateral focus m relations wrth European states to thrnking about new political 

svuctures which could be built by the Europeans to help themselves sohe problems on a 

multilateral basis. One big advantage of the new focus was that it heiped prevent West 

Germany h m  playing countries off against each other or the West against the Soviets, as  

Dulles warned might happena8 ifthe bilateral pattern of rekitions was not changed. By 

acting multilateraily in relations with European states, the State department would be 

more respected by those Europeans who fiivoured increased international integration 

However, there is evidence that isolated individuals m the State department were 

attempting to build support h r  the notion that the United States should relate to European 

nations on a strictly bilateral basis. Waiter Butterworth, a charge d'affaires in thz L K  

o E& a criticism of Mest idea that European integration was a positive initiative: 

The statement to which I take exception is 'the prevention of war between 
neighbouring nations which have a long record of fighting cannot be dependably 
achreved olerely by national promises or threars but only by mergmg certain 
hctions of government into supranational ~r~anizatioos'.~~ 

Butterworth offered the Entente Cordiak ( 1  904) between Britain and France as an 

example of a bilateral initiative that had helped end the long record of st& between those 

8%RokfSteininger, "John Foster Duiles, the European Defknse Comrmmity and the German 
Questroan in Richard Irnmemm ed John Foster DuiIes ond the Diplomacy of the Cold 
Wm. Princeton: Princeton University h, 1990. p. 80. 
89Tekgram h m  Waiter Butteworth to Livingston M m b a n t  September 1, 1954. FRUS 
1952- 1954 (Volume 5): Western European !Secmky. part 2, p. 1 127. 



twct Butterworth's opinion shows again that an important organization vaiue 

such as the necessity of using mdtiheral approaches for dealmg with European problems 

was not shared throughout the State department. Herbert Butterworth aIso characterized 

D W  encouregemmt of more supranational thinlong in European governments as giving 

an impression of an ignorant or at best superficial approach to intricate human pmblems.91 

In fh. Butterworth's criticism shows the superficiaky of his own tbmkmg about how to 

conduct foreign relations because he does not consider Britain's capabdity of playing a 

new multilateral role in its European reiations. In the aft- of E m ' s  fkhe, the 

Policy P m  Staff pointed out and Mes concurred with iri his actions, that Britain 

WOU!~ have to piay a key role m kilitating a reconciliation between France and Germarry, 

an actuality which rehted the possibdity of  bilateral relations alone serving as the basis for 

settling old grievances in Western Europe. The record shows that it was at a conference of 

eight NATO members in September 1 954 that a r n u k h t d  solution was refined by Dulles 

and the British to reconcile Western Europe by having West Gemmy, France and Britain 

make meanin@ coumbutions to a lasnng peace. 

.A more rmportant factor in rational decisiorrmaking as to foreign poiicy was that 

President Eisenhower provided Dulles with important supupport for a mulhlateral approach 

ro solving problems in Western Europe. This support in fkt helped smother the bilateral 

approach being touted by bwer-ievei State departmexlt employees and other departmmts 

Like the Pemagon Before the EDC had been defeated in August 1954, the Pentagon 

voiced its preference for an independent German i n a k d q  m NATO, fk of the limits 

on German production and force levels tbat were inherent in the EX.= )2 political 

assessment of the EDC's prospects was wt encouraging because William Draper, the 

~ I b i d . ,  1128. 
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American representative on the NATO council, questioned the viability of a policy based 

on Franco-German cooperation93 In a telegram to Dulles, Draper took a pessimistic view 

of the poss1'bilities of reconciling Germany and France: "The alternatives seem to me to be 

either unacceptable or unachievable a) [an] immediate G e m  entrance into NATO b) [a] 

bilateral security pact with Germany (invohmg violent objection by ~rance)."~~ In his 

telegram Draper implies that there is no fbture possibility of recoxding France and 

Germany diplomatically and that their conflict will continue. In contradiction to Draper, 

D d a  had fkith m Franco-German reconchtion plus he had the President's support to use 

all peaceful nsaas at his disposal to bring about such a reconciliatioa At the Big Three 

foreign mininers meeting m luiy 1953, Dulls insisted that he could not exaggerate the 

irnponance that the US attached to European integration. History, said the Smetary of 

State, showed that Europe would tear itseff to pieces without Franco-Gennan 

cooperation. 

Those m the State Deparunent of the 1950's who advocated bilateral means to 

solve European problems were defeated when foreign policy was implemented h u s e  

they were matched against a politically experienced rnultilateralist President Eisenhower. 

rUter a l l  as a former generaL Eisenhower had led the d e d c a t i a n  of the American zone 

in defeated Gennany after 1 945, an event that called on him to make h i  use of his 

considerable political skills.95 Fonner President Eisenhower's memoirs demonstrate his 

support of a multilateral process for sohvlg problems in postwar Europe of the 1950's. 

One memoir entry d c a t e s  that he was lookmg a a k g e r  geopolitical picture than the 

French: "understandable as the French anihlde was, it could not ignore that the principal 

threat to French peace and tranquility in 1 952 was posed by Soviet i q e m h n  
. . 

wt bya 
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truncated, parrially rearmed ~errnan~."~ This comment of Eisenhower's underliraes 

through implication the k t  that French living standards were still reluively low and that 

France was endangered by the French Cornmists who could use livmg standards as a 

propaganda item in appealing to the French masses. Because he knew that Franco-German 

recolaciliation was not purely a military pmblm, Eisenhower took advice &om those who 

saw the political context in which the US could act to solve problems: 

General Grunther expressed [the] conviction that, with reosonuble precaurions97 
[a political decision] on the part of the rmlitary commander of NATO, the 
composition and structure of the NATO force . .. would prevent the possibilay of 
any rnem ber nation's taking military action against the others. 98 

As the United States was the preponderant power in NATO in the 1950's. it meant that 

hxricans had to work with all Western Europea couatries by doing their best possible 

to solve problems affkcting intra-European relatiom. There was m, pragmatic alternative 

because the American need to keep Western European countries "onside" in the Cold War 

wnh the Soviets offiered American policymakers the incentive to make NATO an effective 

political (as weil as mlitary) organization. 

President Eisenhower went on record to support multilateralism in Europe to 

bo Lster Dullest execution of a move to solve a particulariy vexing France-Gem problem 

According to Eisenhower, all tfiat was necessary in Western Europe was that the countries 

c ~ o ~ e x a t e . ~ ~  The President recogrued that the major problem was the age-old Franco- 

German situation and stated that he favoured reconciliation of the two groups and was 

pleased \nth the recent Paris and London accords. * A major hurdle to Franco-German 

9 6 h g h t  Eisenhower, The White House Years: MPndne for Change 1953-1 9%. New 
York: Doubleday, 1963. p. 400. 
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reconciliation was the issue of who was going to control the Saar, an area that had been 

economicaily Wed to France under a semi-autonomous status. Oulles had a roIe in 

facilitating the Saar sotution because he twice brought together Germm Chancellor 

Konrad Adenauer and French Premier ~endk-France in October 1954 to discuss the 

region When Adenauer and  end&-~rance spoke one m& during 20-23 October 

1954. Dufles stayed up the whole night on call in his room if the French and West Geman 

leaders should need him lo2 By the time he retired the next morning, a major hurdle 

regarding h e  Saar had been surmounted and the Franco- West German reconciliation over 

that temtory was almost complete. lo3 Dulles' spadework m the area of Fmo-German 

relations had clearly shown results because he said that he had observed a better Franco- 

Gaman understanding at the London and Paris conferences than he had s e m  in the 

past. l O4 The net result o f Dulles' work in conjunction with the French and Germans was 

that West Germany entered NATO in 1955Io5 while France received pledges fiom the US 

and UK m the Western European Union (WEU)lo6 that she would be protected from 

possible G e m  attacks. 

Due to Dulles' long experience with diplomatic matters, he knew how to behave so 

that his actions and those of his associates were h a n n o d  to make the State department 

etfective in accomplishmg Armxican diplomatic goals. Dulles' bebaviour vis-a-vis the 

Europeans after EDC Wed to get ratified by the French cannot be understood without 

examining how Oulles behaved toward the British when he was leading negotiations for a 

Japanese Peace treaty. In L 950, during the treaty negotiations, it became clear that Britain 

I 0 1 Frederick Marks, Power ond Peace. Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 1993. p. 60. 
1 m i d . .  
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wanted to take a harder line with the Japanese in terms of a tougher position on 

reparations and the former enemy's shipbuilding capacity. To accomplish the American 

goal of reconstructing Japan after the war as least punitively as possible axxi to keep intact 

British fiendshrp with the US, Dulles realivxi that some hard bargaining and concessions 

were requaed. As to concessions, there were quite a few. Some were very specific, such 

as the US agmznmt to require Japanese renunciation of pre- war mmmerclal rights under 

the Congo Basin Treaties desired by the Binish to Lima competition m one particular 

cheap textiles market. Other concessions were of a more general nature and demonstrated 

shrewd psychology on Dulles' part: he indicated a wdhgres to blend a lengthy British 

dratt of Japanese liabdity clauses with the very brief American text. Dulles assumed that 

the detailed explanations of limited claims the U.S. was wtlling to tolerate would be 

unnecessary and would be better left to Tokyo to elaborate on its own but he was will& 

to use British wording to gme the British some pride of ownenhip. Lastly, Dulles asked 

the British in June 1 950 to serve as a co-sponsor of the peace treaty and the conference 

that would soon be arranged. Dulled actions kept the United States and the United 

Kingdom on fkiendfy terms and set a successful precedent for their cooperation in the 

htture to help achieve the two countries' common drplomatic goals. O7 

The nea occasion for Brhkh-Amencan diplomatic cooperation came when the 

EDC project was declared dead and the UKs foreign minister Anthony Eden possessed an 

alternative that he was ready to implemmt. Imitating a tactic he used when the Japanese 

treaty was negotiated, Dulles had the British act as a "co-sponsor," but this time the object 

was to have Britain and America act as diplomatic "godparentsn to France. .-o- 

American sponsorship of France would allow a rearmed Germany to enter a western 

European defense aUiance in good stamkg as  an independent nation In two ways Dulles 

acted as a competent s t a ~ e s l l a n  when Eden presented the British atternative to the EDC. 

l 0 7 h e s s e f l  The Road To Power. p. 185. 



Dulles was modest and did not let "pride of place" over America's leadership of the "Free 

WorMn get in the way of endorsing a worthy proposal. Secretary of State Dulles also gave 

an honest summary of the political difficulties at home of selling a modified version of 

E X .  For instance, the idea of a United States of Europe had great appeal in America and 

rejection of the EDC had come as a great hock  which wodd be used by isolationists and 

opponents of foreign aid to reduce US international involvement. h addition, the US Joint 

Chief5 of Staff were still engaged in their strategic reappraisal and had not yet reached 

their conclusions. In the face of withdrawal of troops &om Korea and Japan, the presence 

of US troops in Germany was an exception to keeping US troops at home during 

peacetime. Dulles qualified the above remarks by saying that the US government could 

agree to restoration of German sovereignty and the admission of Germany into NATO. 

but could not accept any new ccmmitments regarding American forces m Germany. log 

Essentdly, Dulles made the State Department look good by being the mediator to 

the European post-EDC impasse when he accepted Anthony Eden's alternative to rhe 

European Defeflse Community. To get solutions and closure to 1ongstand.q problems, 

Dulles had to play his "bad guy" part which he did by threatening the British and French 

wnh h t e r a l  German rearmament and a West German--can alliance. This threat 

was tiuitful because it succeeded in influencing the British to "put some money down" for 

European rmlitary security by offering to defend continental Europe. According to 

Frederick Marks, Anthony Eden's last minute concession to a continental defense must be 

viewed as a response to some intense pressure emanating h m  Washington m conjunction 

wrth Dulled offer to match Britain's conmhment of troops to the continent. In 1954. 

Britain was finkhed as an imperial power. It was oniy after the US decided to extend its 

NATO commmnent by its rmlitary presence in Europe over an acceptable 

length of time that Whitehail responded diplomaticdy by offering to cooperate in the new 

lO8Amhony Eden, Memoirs. London: T k  Publishmg, 1967. pp. 163-1 64. 



Continental defense plan By working with the British to defend the French against West 

Germany and the Soviet threat, Dulles satisfied France's main requirements.'09 

The Policy Pianning Staff wnmiuted to the efkctive execution of foreign policy 

because their reports to Dulles sensitized him to the Fact that relations with France were 

going to be dlfficdt, Dulles was to Id that American diplormitic actions had to be tailored 

to France's political "personality" in a way that kept French-American relations on a 

cordial footing. The report stated that Americans could not assume that pressure or 

threa~s wouid yield desired results. This was because French leaders had candy and 

correctly realized the "essentialityn of Fnmce to the Uoited and were not inclined 

to take at face value any hims that American politicians wished to dispense with France in 

reappraisals of European policy. In addition, any semblance of dictation by the US 

exacerbated France's hypersensifwty at her dependence on the United States and her fear 

that US policy would lead to a final holocaust in which France wouki perish. 11' 

Reading these reports helped Dulles devise a srrategy to work with France in smart 

ways by manipulating such French chamcter traits like an attachment to "honour." 

M~ough Anthony Eden proposed the key idea that would allow Gernmny to jom NATO, 

he did not know how to hesse diplomacy quite as well as Dulles. Whitehall had 

recornmended an hglo-&xmican ultimatum during the eleventh hour of French 

deliberation over WEU in Dcxember 1954 but Dulles rejected at least three separate 

Britjsh proposals along this Line. l2  The first vote on WEU m December 1954 was 

negative but Dulles kept a low prome with President Eisenhower telling reporters that he 

lo9Marks. 59. 
1 loFrance was essential to the United States b u s e  France represented a mighty fortress 
in E m p e  that the United States wanted to keep strong and help defend against Soviet a d  
French Communist attempts to s u b  the dwocratic French w e .  Lfa Commmkt 
subversion of France had been successfUL there was a danger rhar the Soviet Union would 
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did not believe that this was the ultimate verdict of the great French people and their 

Chamber of Deputies. l 3  It was beneficial for Franco-American relations in the 1950's that 

the US came to these relations h r n  a more objective perspective as opposed to the 

British The Franco-American relatiodnp was diflkrent than than Brititish-French 

relationship because Britain was France's historic enemy. In contrast, the American-French 

reiationshrp was an ahance that dated h m  the American Revolution. Eden's way of 

atkxnpting to cajole the French with his sledgehammer approach likely would not have 

worked to brmg about France's entry into the Western European Union. If Eden's 

approach had been "successful" the French would have been hostile and the French 

assembly wouid likely have vetoed WEU membership. In contrast to Eden, Dulles focused 

throughout his tenure as Secretary of State on makmg sure that France was drpiomarically 

respected. For instance m December 1954. to avoid wounding French honour. Dunes 

avened an abrupt cut off of American aid under the Richards Amendment. This message 

must have reached the French because a few days later the deputies voted 289-251 in 

favour of German NATO mmbershrp and two days Iater to approve the WEU by voting 

287-260. lJ This example shows that the hgh value the French placed on their howur 

could be tffkctiveiy manipulated by an expert dqlomat like Foster Dulles to acheve 

desired American drplomatic goals. 

One reason that D d e s  had been succffs l l  in achievrng the successful r e d  of 

having the French Parkmmt ranfy the WEU was due to the Elft that French Prime 

LMinister MendkFrance was adept at manipula- the various political parties. Firs@ 

with the hihi EDC, MendeFrance tried to obtain changes to the plan that would 

hilitate its passage through the National Assembly. l5 .brig other modifications, he 



wanted to delay the supranational features of EDC which offended Gaulljsts and others in 

France who counted themselves as conservatives. I l 6  Gaullists did not want France to be 

involved in supranational organizations because they beiieved France should have an 

independent foreign policy. Nevertheless, EDC was defeated in the National Assembky 

without these changes bemg made. When it came tine to vote in December 1954 on 

German admission into NATO and the WEU, the National Assembly embraced this 

because NATO's supervision assured some degree of international control over the West 

German army and there were no longer any supranational features to the replacement for 

EDC to offend French rightists, thus enabling a sizable minorrty of Gaullists, some 

Radical-Socialists and Conservatives to contribute to the second 287-260 vote m h o u r  

o f the Western European Union  end&-France's successftl parliamentary 

maneouvermg was assisted by the British and American pledge to c o d  some of their 

armed forces to the European continent. an action that helped satisfy French Gaullists and 

conservatives that France would get protection within the *work of WEU fiom the 

German rmlitary threat. 

.a sincere anti-imperialist belief set. advice from the British and Eisenhower's 

political abilities were d factors that led the US to refbe to help the French in Vietnam 

around the time in May 1954 that Dienbienphu fell. Even though m 1954. the British were 
. . finished as an imperial power, the Eisenhower admuusnation still hnplicaly relied on the 

United Kingdom for foreign policy guidance. Regarding the US insistence that Britain get 

rmlitarily involved in V i e w  Rhne Minister Wmston Churchill and Foreign  minister 

..I\nthony Eden were reluctant to intervene in a war they feh could not be won ' l 8  They 
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were correctly convinced that France retained sufficient influence to secure a reasonable 

settlement at Geneva and they feared outside intervention would provoke a war with 

Chuq possibly precipitating World War In.' l9 Based on this British "advice," Dulles 

summady rejected French Foreign Minister George Bidah's appeal for unilateral 

PLmericcan intervention, Dulles affirmed to Eisenhower that an air strike rmght w t  save 

Dienbienpfiu. As an experienced dsplornat, Dulles also knew that there would not be time 

before hypothetical military intervention to arrange "proper political understandings" with 

the French. Once American prestige was cornmined in battle, American negotiating 

positions m rmlitary and political matters would be almost negligible. lZ0 With all these 

hctoe to consider. Eisenhower and Dulles decided to hold up any rmlitary action pending 

developments at the Geneva Codkrence. It is noteworthy that George Hening and fonner 

President Eisenhower do not mention at all any involvement m decisionmalung regarding 

Indochina of Defense Secretary Charles Wilsod2' This omission testifies well to the 

Defense Secretary's weakness in bureaucratic politics because he evidently did not take 

any action that was worth remembering and repeating in both a historical account and a 

memoir describing crucial decisions. Lastly, Eisenhower's sincere anti-imperialist belie& 

were the linal block to any prospect of serious helu being oEered to the French: "[who 1 

particularly could not get real [i.e. military] American support in that region unless they 

could ~ u i v o c a . U y  pledge independence to the Associated States upon the achievement 

of military victory."'22 The aborted plan for "United Action" would have seen the US ally 

I ~Nbid., 21 8. 
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itself' with oations such as the Phlippines, Thadad, Australia and New ZeaIand m order to 

help the French "win" the First Indochina War.123 A French gmnt of independence to 

Vietnarq Cambodia and Laos would have given the coalition a concrete goal for which to 

fight. Because the French were not willing to make that promise to the Vietnamese, 

Eisenhower refused to send the French military any help to rescue them &om the debacle 

at Dienbienphu. 

Besides anti-colondkm, it was Eisenhower's sense of realpolitik and the suppon 

of key military people which made it easier to refuse to help the French after Dienbienphu 

coliapsed. In late April 1954, Eisenhower wrote in his memoirs that he discussed with key 

rmlitary chiefs the possibility of United States intervention by an air strike in indochina 124 

Eisenhower recalled that all three d t a r y  chiek of the Army, Navy and Air Force 

recommended against this action The former President added m his memobs that he 

remarked during the meeting that if the US were unilaterally to permit its forces to be 

drawn into the Indochina conflict and in a succession of Asian wars, the end result would 

be to drain off American resources and weaken the overall US defensive military 

position. As a pragmatic Commander-in-ChieE Eknhower wanted to avoid "hopeless" 

wars and thereby help keep the nation he led strong and vigorous. Even if American 

troops were to be sent to Indochina (which was maeasm& udikely), Eisenhower's 
. . adrmrustration argued that no Western power could go to Asia mihudy except as one m a 

concert of other countries, a group that would have to include local Asian states. 12' The 

bottom line here \*as that Eisenhower was not going to mount the metaphorical cavalry 

horse and go to France's rescue alone because to do this was to lay the United States open 

mThe Pentagon Papers. Senator Gravei Edicioa VoL I, p. 98. 
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to the charge o f  imperialism and colonialism 2g Avoidance of these negative charges was 

a coostant American foreign policy concern durhg the 1950's. 

Despite Dulled diplomatic skill, the European Defense Corn- treaty was not 

ratdied in France because of factors related to French domestic politics, something which 

Duks could not control. Shnpiy put, bureaumats at the White House and State 

department could not go to France and appty an American-style "arm twist" to get 

intransigent Corn& ar#i Gaullist deputies to vote for EDC in the National Assembly. 

Because the Communists and Gaullins each controlled a quarter of National Assembiy 

seats, this meant that no mjonty of deputies &om moderate parties could be found to 

vote m French adherence to EDC. According to a report by Edgar Fumiss Jr.. it was 

intense Gaullist opposition which caused the Mayer and Laniel governments to postpone 

as long as possible submitting the treaty to the National Assembly for a vote. 129 Charles 

De Gaulle's opposition to ratification of EDC was Largely predictable because he opposed 

almost every important step in international &-airs taken by governments of the Fourth 

Republic ( 1944- 1958), inchding particption in the Marshail Plan and the North Atlantic 

Treaty. 130 De Gaulle opposed these initiatives because he hh that France should be 

independent and powerful in its foreign policy. He also decried the policies that successive 

French g o v ~ t s  foilowed in Favour of European unification M e a d  of an EDC treaty 

linkmg France and West Germany, De Gade thought as late as 1949 that Franco-German 

rcrpprochement would be possible only when Gennany became a fedemion of states. l 3  

The Gaullists did not like EDC precisely because it would perma the rearmament of a 
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united West Germany under conditions exh.emeiy disadvantageous to (by 

inciuding no protection against the G e m  threat). On the other hand, French 

Communists voted against EDC because tbey did not wish to see this miiitary alliance be a 

barrier to expansion o f  Soviet Communist influence m Western Europe. French 

Communists took their directions tkom the Soviet Union which preferred to see loosely 

organized states m Western Europe m order to bring them to the Soviet side through 

classic divide and conquer tactics. That the European Defense Community fai%d to be 

adopted in France was entirely due to French domestic politics, an independent Factor over 

which the State Department had little control. - 
During 1953 and 1954, the process used within the State Depamnent to make 

foreign policy to wards France was successfid in helping US-French relations move 

toward and provide constructive accomplishments. Imperfa information was rmnumzed . .  . 

because hks knew France and French culture well and used this knowledge to help 

those such as Douglas Dillon solve problems that he encountered when dealing wah the 

French It benefited American poiic- that Dulles related in a M and 

maightfonvard manner with his French counterparts. Dulles' u n d  wdhgness to assist 

.*bassador DiRonts conduct of relations with tbe French and tbe conmversy in the State 

department about whether relations with Europe shodd be conducted on a mdtihteraf 

basis show that central org-ion v b  were not adhered to in the same way by Stete 

departlnem employees. Rational decisiomnaking m the State department was buttressed in 

an overall fishion by the support that President Eisenhower gave Dulles in the effort to 

bnng European nations to solve their problems on a multikteral basis. This was impartant 

because Mes warned that if pro blerns continued to be sobed bilaterally, West Germany 

could potent- play the Soviets off against the Anmicans to see which side o f f e d  the 



best benefits for German fiendship. Mdtikeral diplomacy was therefore a way to keep 

the Soviets f?om interfering to in effect in Western Eumpean politics and to make sure 

that West Germany stayed on the n o n - c o d t  "team" Dulles was an effective 

Secretary of State m 1 953 and 1 954 because he took the advice of the Policy P l .  

Staff and combined the advice with what he knew about the F r e ~ ~ h ,  This idomtion was 

not only -used for Dulles' benefit but also in a way that allowed the State department to 

devise appropriate po licks for French- American relations. Dulles secured French entry 

into the Western European Union by ensuring the French government was diplomaticaIiy 

respecred and by manipulating the French amhment to "honour." He made sure that aid 

under the Richards amendment was continued in 1954 and this Wtely played a role in the 

French Parliament's &fiation of German membershrp in NATO and French membership 

in the Western European Union. In 1 954, President Eisenhower decided not to send 

troops to rescue the French position at Dienbienphu because France was not Hlllmg to 

grant independence to Indochina and because US rmlitary chief3 thought that .American 

involvement in a colonial war would dram away valuable American military resources. 
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Chapter Three Stormier Diplomatic Weather, 1955-1956 

The years 1 95 5 and 1 956 were not easy ones for Franco-American relations. There 

was no shortage of hard and unp1easant decisions that Dulles had to take vis-a-vis the 

French. However. learning fiom previous dqlomatic mistakes that the United States 

made with France provided DuiIes with help m some situations. With regard to the 

Algerian pacification campaign, .4merican diplomatic options of counselling the French 

were h t e d  because of the U.S. desire to preserve constructive relations with the French. 

This was the only possible course of action m the absence of expertise m the State 

d e p m t  to guide relations with Muslim nations. Just as the United States government 

disagreed with the way France managed its colonies, there was a dispute m 1955 between 

the US Treasury department and the French over the way France mmaged its domestic 

economy. For a long time before the 1950's there was an economic tradition in France 

that the yovernnzent had a preponderant role to play m directing businesses m what and 

how they produced, a type of influence that h e w  the government MfiI domestic or 

foreign policy goals. 133 This tradition of ditigisme ran counter to the American experience 

of limited government intervention into the business world through creation of state firms 

or heavy conml of  txonomic production and dissliutioa On the one occasion that 

French dirigisme became a contentious issue, America's solution to the dispute was 

relatively lenient because the American oil industry was prospering and the US 

government did not want to damage prospects for European integration Lessons that 

Dulles learned fiom EDCts fidwe m 1954 contributed to the success that he enjoyed 

helping the Europeans diplomatidy get EURATOM negotiated. Dulles showed his 

133 William A b .  Restructuring the French Economy: Government and the Rise of 
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improved mastery of diplomacy by takmg good advice and by sponsoring a pragmatic 

cornpromise in order to ensure EURATOM'S ratification 

S P o - ?  

Essentdly, during 1955 and 1956, France's response to the Algerian rebellion 

remained an ongoing source of contention for Franco-American relations. The Americans 

remained justifiably concerned that quantities of French NATO equipment were bemg 

shipped to repress the Algerian rebellio~ a purpose for which this equipment was not 

intended, h r i c a n  diplomatic dispatches fiom France conceded that French reforms in 

Algeria were planned but offered little hope that these reforms would be f U y  effective m 

Light of the hostilities. In the period &om November 1954 to the end of 1956, the Algerian 

rebellion provided food for argument in French- American relations. The Algerian situation 

was contentious because U.S. diplomacy had to walk a tightrope by giving recognition to 

a desire by Algerians to be independent yet preserve relatively good relations with the 

French allies. 

Through its reports. the Policy Plannmg Staffhelped provide much needed context 

for helping American decisionmakers decide how to treat the French involvement m 

Algeria. The PPS provided an economic and philosophical background to expkin why the 

French innsted on crushmg the AIgerian rebellion Accordq to the PPS. legal and 

economic ties inhibited France's ability to grant independence to Algeria Ofthe three 

North .4kican territories. Algeria was the most intimately linked with the French economy 

because AIgeria and France were m a customs union which meant that no duties were 

levied on their trade. In addirion about 85% of Algeria's exprts by vahe went to 

rnetropolitao France which resulted in imtustries in both countries Gnding whole or par& 

jutdi~iition to Illaintain reiations due to existence of these markets. Powerfid industries 

and ready markets thus laid the basis for orgamed pressure on the French govenunent to 

main& the stofus quo. The PPS also stated that along with policies of stmghtfonuard 

colonial exploitation, Fraoce was motivated by a conception of the transfer of French 



civilization and culture to the mtive peoples, with the connotation that t h s  was somehow 

a mission placed on France by Providence. l U  

PPS staaers recognized the difticulty France encountered in finding a solution for 

Algeria but they also noted that France's actions were colonialist. According to the PPS, if 

American interest in an Algerian solution was evident, then Anmencan capabilities for 

assisting such a solution were not. This situation existed because France was the dominant 

power in Algeria because of the French deployment a f manpower and resources. France 

hced the extraordhady complex problem of finding concessions that placated the Muslim 

population and which could be imposed on the European minority. The French 

government saw the suppression of guerrilla activity and terrorism as a prereqlusite to 

successful negotiation. Because anti-colonialist nations believed that the United States 

exercised a decisive influence on French policy, France's unwJlmgness to concede in 

favour of Algerian nationalism was blamed on both the French and Americans. As for US 

poky, the PPS suggested that American influence on France could heQ encourage 

realistic policymalung in Paris. Not unreasouabb, the PPS ajEmed that because the 

French used American rmlaary equipment m the Algerian padcation campaign, that this 

k t  entitled the Americans to at least some voice m French decisions. 135 

Within the State department bureaucracy, a difference of opinion developed about 

whether che Algerian rebellion represented a war of national h i o n  or a situation 

s h d a r  to that of the Arabs vis-a-vis Israel. The American ambassador to the United 

Nations. Hemy Cabot Lodge, was an anti-colonialisr partly due to his experience o f  

working at the LJN where he made great efforts to forge good America rektions with 

newly-independent former British and French colonies. Lodge thought that President 

Eisenhower should show some moral leaderstup and call on the Europeans to announce 
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within ten years, timetables for decobnization 136 The precedent for this was the action 

that the United States took to pre-announce aed then p . t  independence to the 

Philippines in 1946. This idea of announcing timetables for decolonization served as the 

context for Lodge declaring m a telegram that "one thing the U.S. should avoid . . . is to 

become the so-cailed muscle man who is required to lead a strong fight m defense of 

French colonialisn . . . this [deknsej would be most h m f L l  to the American position 

throughout the whole non-white WO~M."'~~ Lodge's statement leads one to believe that he 

likeiy saw the rebellion in Algeria as an incipient war of national hiberation fiom colonial 

status On the other hand, Ambassador to France Douglas Dillon djsagreed with Lodge's 

asemmmt of the French in Algeria DiUon feh that: "Due to the large and long established 

French population in Algeria, the problem here is much more difficult and the difference 

between the French population . . . and the local Muslim popuktion has more sirmkrity to 

. . . the Israeli-Arab problem than it does to such a purely colonial sinration as 

Indochma" i38 It was because Secretary of State Dulles also viewed France's involvement 

in Algeria as colonialist combined with his anempt to pursue anti-colonialist foreign 

policies that hlles agreed with a conception of Algeria's situation as a war of natiod 

hiration It was easy for Dulles to agree with Cabot Lodge because the native Algerians 

were fighting an "honest" war for independence. a war m which they did not enjoy 

Comrmroist support. thus makmg it comparable to the American War of Independence 

fought &om 1775 to 178 1. 

An examination of Dwight Eisenhower's memoirs provides indirect evidence that 

in the controversy between a conception of Algeria's rebellion as a "hiberation snuggle" or 

"an Israeii-Arab situation," President Eisenhower leaned towards the fonner view. The 
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former President wrote that experiences in I d a ,  Indochina and Algeria had demonstrated 

that since the founding of the United Nations in 1945, the use of occupying troops in 

foreign territories to sustain policy was a costly and difticuh business. 139 Eisenhower 

added that unless the occupying power was ready to employ the brutalities of dictatorship, 

local unrest would soon grow into guerrilla resistance, then open revoh and possibly, 

wide-scale conflict. 14* it is noteworthy that Eisenhower refers to Algeria as a "foreign 

territory" which sipdies that he did not believe that France's armed intervention in that 

colony was an "internal matter" as the French liked to claim. Dwight Eisenhower's analysis 

here indicates that he Likely supported the notion of Iooking at the Algeria. crisis as an 

incipient war of national h i t i o n  His view won out as he convinced 0 t h  about the 

sou- of his ideas which pertained to makmg and executing foreign policy. The best 

evidence for his success11 lobbying comes fiom the fact that the United States diverted a 

grudging amount of he licoptm and small arms to France for its suppression of the 

rebellion l4 By acting in this manner, Eixnhower did not want to impede unduly the 

progress of an honest revok which he knew was not being actively subsidized by French 

or Soviet Comnrunists. 

The Policy P l immg Staff set out a pragmatic American policy regarding Algeria 

when it wrote that American pohymakers s h o d  not become too distracted by 

''hysterical" French domesric politics. The PPS concMed that French democracy and the 

Fourth republic were too deeply rooted to $11 due to aythmg short of  a wholly unlikely 

combination of political and rmlitary disasters. It was realistic to think that the French 

would blame the U.S. for F m h  co bnial ahxmts no matter what the Americans did. 

Even though it was hard to accomplish, the PPS suggested that French governments 
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needed to be encouraged to adapt to France's declinmg imperial position a d  to be 

discouraged kern w W 3  efforts to perpetuate a lost Big Power status. The report also 

stated that the United States should establish contact with the Algerian rebel movement 

and its various fktions. This constituted very good advice because the rebels would 

provide a good source of independent information to replace French propaganda about 

events in Algeria 14* 

In a sense. the abovementioned PPS report officclally restated a course of action 

already bemg pursued by DulIes and the State department. Their actions included giving 

France a minimum number of weapons and chastising her for endangering NATO strength 

in Europe. Dulles put his feelmgs about the Algerian situation in a telegram sent to France 

on 27 M a y  1955. He wrote that the French government must be brought to realize both 

the seriousness with which the United States viewed the current situation and the 

difficulties created by the French only using traditional police measures against ethnic 

.Qerians. Ddes also instructed Douglas Dillon to see French defense minister htoine 

Pinay and tell hrm that the United States would not make availabIe any helicopters for the 

French to use in Algeria Dulles struck an idealistic note when he wrote that it has always 

been an American hope that France would be able to develop and carry out bold political. 

s o d  and economic programs which the hmicans  c o d  illy support. However, Dulles 

did wt like the weakening of NATO defe~ses in Europe through division and tmmder of 

units to North AfYica- He afErmed his hope that French NATO strength on the continent 

could be restored quickly. lJ3 This message represented a continuing effort by Dulles to 

pursue an anti-- brand of diplomacy vis-a-vis France. 

In addition, instead of pleading with France to stop figbting the Algerian re bellion, 

Dulles pursued relations with the Algerian FLN (From de Li-on Nationale) in order 
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to get independent mfiormaion about events m Algeria Takmg independent information 

&om the Algerian rebels ahwed DuiIes to demonstrate to Third World ex-cobnies that he 

was not getting ail his information about the Algerian revolt &om the obviously m p e d h  

French government. It a h  sent a signal that Washington was respectful enough of 

groups seeking independence that US officials were wdhg to listen to "their side of the 

story" about why coloniabsm did not suit them and hear their reform proposals On 29 

November 1956. a meeting occurred at the State Department between middleranking 

officcials and FLN leaders. The Secretary of State did wt personally meet with the FLN 

representatives because this would have implied US recognition of a Provisional 

Govenvnent in Algeria, a move that would have risked damgmg Franco-US relations. 

One of the " k t s "  that the F'L,N ofered the Americans was that as m Indochina France 

would never win the Algerian war because Algerians would continue to fight untii the 

French accepted the principle of equality rather than assimilation. lu Furthermore, the 

FLN representatives believed that the war would continue to cause grave repercussions in 

Tunisia and Morocco, whose close ethnic and religious relations@ to Algeria made the 

repercussions a basic fact of political and strategic life. 145 The U.S. possession of military 

bases in Morocco provided an imponant consideration for American policymakers. Dullest 

hands were tied m terms of helping resolve the French- Algerian dispute by the Amencan 

military which wanted to preserve its bases and strategic position in Morocco. For 

example, a National Secunty Council progress report stated that France's importance in 

Europe and as a member o f  NATO, pius the strategic value of bases in Morocco made 

rxtremeIy dficult a sMt of  American policy towards more support for Algerian 

nationalists against France. 146 The military reasoned that such a move couki eady  lead to 
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more bloodshed than was caused by the present nationalist terror campaign 147 In 

addition, the NSC asserted that the French wouid never allow themselves to be peaceably 

removed h r n  Algeria Essenti;illy, the NSC advocated that ifthe United States wished 

to preserve its strategic position in North Afiic& then it had to outwardly respect 

sovereign France's view that Algeria was part of France, even though the US government 

did not agree. Here is one case where Dulles might have wished to provide support to the 

..Ugerian E N  agaiost tht: French but moves in that direction were thwarted by the strong 

lo bbylng conducted by senior AI1141caa rmlitary officers. However, Dulles never 

-d about France's rmportance as a European country and of NATO and 

about the strategic value of bases m Morocco. 

It must be understood that Algeria's situation constituted an irritant m Franco- 

.American relations because US.  policy planners judged that the rebellion did not pose a 

major threat to world peace. In 1956, the Policy Plannmg Staffoffered the prognosis that 

France wouid continue its stable attachment to the Fourth republic and to unstable 

governments. The PPS also added that : "Algeria will be a dorninant poli t id  issue within 

this Gamework until some kind of interim settlement can be devised for it. US. policy 

needs io be concerned with this isnre but not in an atmosphere of imminenr crisis."149 On 

3 l May 1956. Ambassador to the UN Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr. sent a telegram to Duiles in 

which Lodge gave his views about Algeria. The telegram discusses the etTec:t that UN 

General Assembly discussions can have on resolving colonial issues: 

it is always arguable whetha UN discussion does help to brmg about solution to 
such colonial probkms in long nm. Assembly discussion Moroccan and Tunisian 
questions did prod French, however slowly, into more rPaljstic policy resutting m 
removing those cases from realm of disputes . . . We recommend [that U. S.] take 
position m [Security] Council on Algerian item. . . based on same grounds as in 
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Moroccan case ie., situation t ime does not now threaten internationd peace and 
,*. I5O 

Ambassador Lodge essentdly feh that for the time being, the situation in Algeria was as 

stable as the French could make it after implementing certain reforms. These French 

reforms included an increase in agricultural wages and encouragement to Muslims to 

participate in public administration. Another series of reforms dealt ulth structural 

problems by reforming the system of landholding along with the disbursement of 

agricuhural credits and provided additional positions for M u s h  employment by the local 

Algerian American appraisal of these reforms was positive because the 

measures at last gave proof that the French were substituting actions for the words and 

promises which previous governments were castigated for not fdfibg.'53 

At the end of 1956, despite the reforms started in Algeria, the US. State 

Department was not optimistic that the Algerian crisis was going to be resolved soon. 

Two major faftors blockq resohtion were French domestic politics and constitutional 

arrangements. In a 2 1 November 1956 telegram Douglas Dillon afkmed that the French 

govemrrmt's current attitude toward Algeria reflected shortsightedness and a lack of 

realisn. SJ As a person with over two years expenence worlung m France, Dillon 

understood why the French government acted as it did: "articulate French npir~ioq md 

particularly that of leading figures of most political parties is w, strongly and emotionally 

opposed to significant concessions on Algeria that any French government h d s  it much 

easier to postpone than to act." 155 Dillon also put the i-t French government's 
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attitude into the context of its recent defeat m the Suez crisis: "espmdly atter [the] 

serious set back m Egypt, bo Id aod fonvard looking proposals on Algeria at this time could 

arouse so much opposition in Assembly as to cause [the] government's overthrow." 

Until the Mollet government was defeated m 1957, it took no more measures to deal with 

the situation m Algeria aside &om the miwr refonm mentioned above and pursuit of 

additional military repression of the rebellion. 

There is evidence that the United States had little choice but to behave passively 

towards France diplomatically regarding AIgeria. American choices were partly lirmted in 

the absence of an expert adviser on relations between Europeans d Muslims. The 

Eisenhower administration's choices as to diplomacy were lhnited because it did not want 

to be viewed as ao accomplice to French "refom" in Algeria that might not be effective. 

For instance, Undersecretary of  State Herbert Hoover. Jr. wrote that the U.S. must avoid 

any attempt by the French government to get the Americans identified with any new 

French plan 157 Hoover added that the US. government should mt give any bknk checks 

to support new French government policies which may turn out to be meaningless and 

unreahable formulas.158 Hoover aflkned that the United States did cot wish to be a 

scapegoat either: the g o v m n t  had to avoid giving the impression that it was advising 

the French about Algerian policy so that Uncle Sam did not shoulder responsibility vis-u- 

vis the French cabinef Parliament or public opinion for unpopular steps that the French 

govenunem felt it had to take to get out of its Algerian impasse. l j9  Tnis constituted s o d  

advice. France was a grown up nation who knew how to sobe its own problems. AAer all, 

Prime lMinister Pierre Mendes-France had extricated France from Indochina in 1954 by 
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negotiatmg a ceasefire m Geneva Mochinese Communists. Therefore, there was no 

need for the United States to have France rely on it to solve the Algerian crisis. 

Secretary of State Dulles was not much concerned about how the French managed 

their domestic economy and as such mounted no recorded opposition to F m h  dirigisme. 

However, the Treasury Department monitored the dirigisme and on at least one occasion. 

dirigisme k a m e  a contentious issue in Fmo-Arnerican relations. At the beginning of 

1955, the Treasury department became aware of an agreement between the French coal 

and oil industries which fixed a 1955 quota for deliveries of oil to the domestic French 

market. A Treasury document admits that there was a valid g o d  for maicing the kind of 

agreement descrjibed above. l m  For &tame, exceedingly high levels of coal stocks in 

France in 1954 and the ~c~ of finding outlets for this production was the main 

impetus for this agreement. ' This situation induced Cbarbonnages de France to 

negotiate the agreement with the oil industry. Both parties desired to prevent the 

encroachment of black oils into the markets for coal. 162 .4ccording to the Treasury 

deparrment. this agreement was p e n  the French Govemmnt's blessing. 

The Treasury department provided an o bjmive explanation of  the coal-oil 

agmmmt. Although the oil industry in France was privately owned it had to agree ro the 

quota due to government pressure. Wrthout such an agreement. the French government 

could control the impn of mrde oil ehher through increased t a d 5  or qu8nthive 

restrictions. The advantage to the petroleum industry was that it had an implicit 

conrmitment itom the French govenrrnent for licensing an adequate tonnage of crude oil 
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imports which erased the uncertainty which might have existed without such an 

agreement. 163 

The coal and oil industry agreement ody  became an issue because in 1954 the 

United States lent the i-hgh Authority of the European Coal and Steel Corn- one 

hundred million American dollars. Part of this loan was to go to Charboonages de France 

so that this company modernized its eqlllprnent which would permit establishment o f  

normal competitive conditions in the common market. 164 The Treasury department was 

trying to find some grounds within the laws of the ECSC that some rule had been violated 

by the internal French agreement. Treasury admitted that the only ECSC article whch 

seemed to prove the mcompatibdity of the agreement wnh the Treaty was Article 3g 

which stipulated that Community institutions must promote expansion and modernization 

without any protective measures against competing industries. However. the US Treasury 

conceded that because the High Authority did not institute this protective measure it had 

not breached the Treaty. These k t s  considered, the Americans stdl found a way to 

chastise the Europeans. The Treasury depanment pointed out that Article 1 of the 100 

d o n  dollar U.S.- ECSC loan agreement expressly stated that loans .made to assist 

enterprises in finaxing investment projects are "to be consistent with the operation of the 

common market liee of national bamers and privaze obszructions to competitioa" The 

Americans conchded that the agreement between Charbonaages de France and the 

petroleum i n d m  obviously constituted private obstruction to competition and therefore 

was against the ECSC f o m d q  treaty. 165 

Origmally, the question arose for the author about what kind of possible 

reso htions existed to this dispute between the Treasury department and the French 
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government. Upon a readmg of State department documents dealing with the area of 

cartels and anti-trust action in Europe, it is evident that the State department was w d h g  

to be lenient reg* European anti-competitive practices. On the level of policy, the 

State deparenent af3imed that it was p r e m  to attempt to draw conclusions on the 

eff'ectiveness o f  the High Autharity's actions against restrictive practices. In dealing with 

restrictive practices, the Americans recogwed that the High Authonty was bed with 

very complex problems the solutions to which were inherently time-consuming, as 

demonstrated by the American experience. The State department feh that the progress 

being made was reasonably encouraging, particularly in light of the pioneering nature m 

Europe of the treaty's ant i-cartel provisions. Ragmatically, the State department atfirmed 

that any indication of the weakening of American support for the Coal and Steel 

Communrty ar this time could have had extremely prejudicial effkcts on current 

developments in the Commuruty and m the gewral area of European integration 

Even on a technical leveL the Foreign Operations Adrnirustration (FOA) advised 

the g o v e m n t  that the United States should tread Wtly in dealing with anti-competitive 

practices in Europe. The FOA concluded that American policy towards the High 

Authority and the ECSC itself was sound and should be continued. 'The FOA admitted 

that the hgh Authonty was the only agency m E m p e  armed with effective anti-cartel 

legislation. However, the FOA stated that national cartel activities. as in Germany and 

France, were the most dangerous and thus deserved priority attentioa It was suggested 

that technical assistance projects could help m this area. It is noteworthy that the FOA did 

not recommend the application of serious d o n s  to counteract cartel activities m 

France and Germany, for the reason that minor violations were to be so bed amicably and 

in a way that did not ruin good America-Europe relations and progress towards European 
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integration Lastly, the FOA afErmed that the only long range sohtion to the cartel 

problems lay in expanding economies and an integrated Europe. Therefore, US foreign 

economic policy in Europe should continue to emphasize reduction of trade barrim and 

eventual European integration. 16' 

In 1955, there was not going to be a diplomatic brawl between the United States 

and France about the Charbonnages de France agreement likely because the American oil 

industry was doing very well due to an economic recovery. According to the Office of 

Defense Mobilization, a steadily rising level of domestic American economic activity 

meaat that both American producers and importers of petroleum products enjoyed an 

sxpandrng market substantially above the kvel anticipated in February 1955. At that time, 

the contraction of the US economy which characterized 1954 had afready given way to 

increasing production and employment on a broad fkont. For the peuo leum industry, it 

was a time of increased production and prices for their finaI product. Responding to a 

record total d e m d  for crude oil nearly 7 percent above last year, total domestic 

production of crude oil during January to September 1955 exceeded 1954 production by 

nearly 6 percent. In addition, the average price of m d e  oil at the well remained starionary 

during 1955 at the postwar peak level of $2.82 US per bar re^'^^ US oil companies were 

not in the doldrums and were not &eiy to appiy pressure to the US govermnent to "get 

toughn about other nations who were competing with the American oil producers, 

e s p e c ~ i  when the agreement they found out about limited the market for oil in France's 

domestic market. Thus, in 1 95 5 the politics of oil in America was handled in such a way 
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that American oil companies and the federai government did not act to upset the applecart 

of European integration efforts. 

TOM 0 

In order to lay the h i s  for an integrated Europe, Resident Eisenhower and 

Secretary of State Dulles c h e l e d  State department processes in directions which met 

their foreign policy goals Chief among American foreign policy objectives was to 

strengthen Westem Europe against Soviet meddling in NATO nuclear politics and the 

reconciliation of France and Germany. More specific American diplomatic goals included 

keeping West Germany on the Western "tea& expanding foreign markets for M c a n -  

made nuclear reactor hardware, and easuring that American fissiouabk material was not 

used by EURATOM fbr making nuclear weapons. W i i u t  being explicit, Eisenhower and 

Dulles conducted themselves m a manner that made U. S. help for establishmg EURATOM 

contingent on plans and progress by ECSC members to establish a Cormnon Market. 

Mer the European Defense Comrmity debacle, the Eisenhower administration 

pinned its hope for continuing movement toward a United States of Europe on European 
. . 

economic integration talks. The -ion believed such discussions would improve 

F r a n c o - G m  relations and bind the Geman Federal Republic more closely to the West. 

Belsum, France, West Germmy, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands had formed the 

ECSC in 195 1, but W r  moves toward economic and political union were Wering. It 

soon became clear that any progress toward integration would have to be in the field of 

atomic energy. 169 

For the United States to be able to g d e  this mtegratioa some changes were 

d e d  in American practices regarding the hading of nuclear science knowledge. To a 

great extent, rimPrican faihae to provide other countries information regardmg the state of 
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American nuclear science was due to the US Atomic Energy Act of 1946. This legislation 

sharply limited the exchange of technical infomion on nuclear energy between the 

United States and other nations. Pressure increased on the United States to negotiate 

conventions relating to peacefui uses of atomic energy. A Cold War context meant that in 

Washmgton there was a strong feeling that if the United States did not take the lead and 

play midwife to the nuclear energy revohtion. the Soviet Union rmght do so and thereby 

gain prestige and influence at the West's expense. Or the British rmght do so, aod they 

would take valuable commercial contracts away &om the United States. Toward the end 

of 1953. Resident Eisenhower announced his Atoms for Peace plan calling for the 

creation of a pool of fissionable materials to be contributed by the United States, the 

United Kingdom and the Soviet Union from which the worid's nations could draw for 

peaceful purposes. This poo t was to be controlled by an international atomic energy 

agency under the aegis of the United ~ations. 70 

Eisenhower's Atom for Peace plan was not really as ahruistic as it appeared on 

the surfafe because he had other motives for promoting this plan For inslance, he wanted 

to help the European nations reduce their dependence on oil &om the Middle East. the 

shipment of which could easily be disrupted by tbe Soviet Union in addition amidst the 

negative publicm created by repons about the effects of nuclear fallout, Atoms for Peace 

was also a way to lend redeeming value to what seemed an incxeaslngfy evil American 

engineering achievement. The program would also provide a way to stimulate foreign 

purchases of reactors built by American fkms. F b d y ,  the proposal signalled that the 

United S tats was eager to cooperate with other nations and it thus established a positive 

tone that was especla4y sigmficant for &mican efforts to aid formation of 

EURATOM. 



There is enough evidence to indicate that the United States was a very early 

supporter o f  plans by the Europeans to establish a common atomic authority. An internal 

State department document sheds light on how Americans felt about the European 

initiative: "there is particular interest in the Department . . . that the Europeans may decide 

to develop the peacell uses of atomic energy on an integrated basis. " ' 72 This document 

added that the State department would clearly consider a European decision to create an 

atomic authority on Sch- Plan lines as being in the American interest as a way of 

reviving European integration. 73 American officials realized that the atomic authority 

would act as a support for the Coal and Steel Community and permit the Europeans to 

make the best use of their individually inadequate resources in the atomic energy field. 

Potential United States cooperation with an atomic authority was a more complicated 

problem because it involved bilateral relations with Belgium, French sensitivities and 

limitations imposed by the American Atomic Energy Act. 175 It is noteworthy that this 

document is relatively positive about the European initiative. A positive American attitude 

and wdhgness to assist likely h e w  the EURATOM initiative and defkdeiy contributed 

to its eventual success. 

That the mfluence of the Policy PlaoDlng Staff was dowqraded in advice on 

European matters after 1954 was not as deleterious for Dulles and the State department as 

previous literature has suggested. 76 By 1 955, N e s  and Eisenhower now had two years 

of experience in dealing with the French. In "learning by doing, " EDC's f%hre taught 

lessons which Eisenho we-r and Dulles applied to helping the Europeans arrange for 
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EURATOM. One lesson applied to EURATOMs creation was a realization by the United 

States tbat to successfUy, form the atomic energy pool, all member nations would have to 

feel they got a good return of benefits for their contribution For example, in 1 955 Rmz 

Maya, then Presiderrt of the supranational ECSC High Authority, gave very good advice 

about the diplomatic finesse required to create EURATOM. According to Mayer, it was 

essential that countries entering the atomic pool contniute what they could so that the 

French government could tell the Assembly that France received good advantages in 

return for contributing French know-how. 17' This promo tion of French advantages would 

help prevent EURATOM &om becoming a force to unite the French extreme Left and 

extreme R@t m a coalition similar to the one which defated the European Defense 

Community. i78 It is important to realize that Mayer spoke as a French representative 

whose advice carried weight kaii he had served as a French Prime Minister and 

Foreign M b s  minister. Mayer's advice canied additional weight due to the instability of 

French cabinets m the mid- 1 950's. Another lesson learned fiom the Mure of the EDC was 

that the United States had to step up and provide an additional incentive hr Western 

European countries to keep united m a common atomic pool. Harold Robinsos assistant 

to Ambassador Dillon, dEmed that the United States had to provide the Europeans with 

a diplomatic "candyn linked to atomic energy to help them form a common authority. l Y 9  

Essent~ally mvohmg a fUer release of American atomic technical information to 

EURATOM rnwbeTs this incentive. according to Robinson, was valuable as it would 
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inject a positive emotional note into European integration and help dispel the negative 

emotions left over more than a year after EDC's m e .  180 

It is important to note that the US governrnent provided support to European 

integration both rhetorically and though work done within the State department. For 

example, on July 1, 1 955 Assistant Secretary of State Livingston Merchant made three 

recommendstions to Secretary Dulles. He r e c o d e d  that the United States should 

treat a European c o m n  atomic authority as it would a national state. Another 

recommendation stated tbat President Eisenhower should indicate openness to workmg 

with a vo htary group of states dealing with atomic energy such as the E uropean Coal 

and Steel Communrty. Lastly, Merchant recommended that the State Department and 

Atomic Energy Commission should discuss how the US would assist Belgium in 

tramfixring to a common authority the responsibilities, privileges and leadership that 

flowed fiom the US-Belgium bilateral accord of June 1955. A ciash occurred when 

Special Assistam to the Secretary of State for atomic energy atfairs Gerard Smith along 

with the AEC contested !bierchant's proposals. According to Smith, ECSC states and 

cspecdly France and Belgrum had not yet established their attitudes towards atomic 

energy integration and he warned h t  thtt US "should not at this point adopt a policy of 

buppon for a European atomic energy authority even in principle, or make an 

amouncement of support . . . [which might be] W c u l t  to implement. " Gerard Sndrh 

should not have womed. By January 16, 1956 at a conference sponsored by the Action 

Committee for a United States of Europe, the F m h  came out in favour of atomic energy 

development, seeing m it grater mdependence for France and Europe m energy 

production. l 
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Dulles played his part and promptly endorsed Livmgston Merchant's first two 

recommendations. Dulles behaved this way likely because the recommendations to treat 

the common atomic authority as a mtiond state and emphasis on the principle of 

voluntarism fit in with the Eisenhower a d m m ~ ~ ~  . . ion's internationalist inclinations and also 

supported the American objective of getting European countries working together on 

matters of common concern. With the third recommendation conrrrning Belgnrm, M e s  

fel that emphasis should lie on assisting Belgium. takmg care not to pressure the country 

in working out terms of association with any atomic authority. Again, Dulles applied 

lessons learned &om France's pariiamentaq rejection of EDC because to him slow and 

steady progress in integrating Belgium into a New Europe was better than to take a hands 

off approach and eventually have pkns blow up m the State Department's face. TI& 

approach was likeiy motivated by 'k facr that the Be- government, some of whose 

members were e h d y  French, was just as sensitive to apparent American meddling in 

Belgian domestic a&ik  as was the French govemmmt. a i d e  60x11 e h c ~ ,  it was going 

to take the United States longer to win over Belgian industriafists who operated m a m c h  

less dirigrsre economy than their French counterparts. Industrialists in Belgrum 

favoured bilateral agreemems with the US whereby Congo uranium was sold to the 

.-cans wbo m turn offered enriched uranium and technological assisrance to the 

Belgians. 83 

There was resisance m other comers of the American govenrm~nt with regards to 

.krmican support for EURATOM. Admiral S t r a w ,  chairman of the AEC. considered the 

proposed EURATOM activities socialist, and Undersecretary of State Herbert Hoover Jr. 

~riticized EURATOM'S proposed centralized research as "ivory tower1' wok.  This 

resistance was eventuaUy overcome by 1 956 as French political axnomist Jean Monnet 
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alleviated Admirai Strauss' concern that EURATOM wodd Iead to socialization of atomic 

energy in Europe.184 M o m  argued that Euratom could not in any sense affect property 

rights or laws existing in several countries nor could it iduence the relation between 

public and private enterprises in the United States.'85 Euratom's purposes were far 

removed fiom socialization The prmraTy purposes were to s h u h t e  and ensure European 

atomic development on a ficiently broad base to allow firrnishmg such needs of the area 

as could not be done nationally.ls6 Secondly, Euratom furnished a satisfactory mechanism 

whereby fissionable material would be subjected to the necessary security controls. 87 

Dulles won the game of convincing his fellows m the United States government 

such as Admiral Strauss to get on board and support EURATOM because Dullest advisors 

put together a logkal set of arguments in hvour of US cncouragemnt of European 

integration First, the assistants argued that American encouragement of European 

integration had received strong support fiom Congress and that the movement had 

potential economic and rmlitary benefits for Europe. Secondly, the most helpful avenue for 

rehunchng the movement towards European integration now appeared to be the creation 

of a European common atomic energy authority. The clincbmg argument for Dulles was 

that from the perspective of US foreign policy. a European decision to crate a real and 

tEective atomic energy authority would contribute strongly to the US objective of 

European unity. Is8 Dull& efforts met with success because after the memo laying out 

these arguments was written on July 26. 1 955, there is no more recorded opposition by 

Admiral Stmuss to Euratom's "socialist activities." 
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In the middle of 1955. uncertainty tinged with fear gripped the top echelons of the 

Srate Department because it was not feh that the department had done enough work to 

stickhandle European atomic integration mto being. The f a k e  of integration efforts 

might encourage narrow German nationatism which rmght try to exploit East-West 

tension. in contrast, cokboration on nuciear energy rmght lead to a United States of 

Europe. Up until kite 1955, the United States had fided to exercise any signrficant 

lnauence at all on European integration because the State Department and Atomic Energy 

Commission had not spoken with one voice. The department quietly encouraged a 

supranationat organization while the AEX was inviting the European nations to sign 

bilateral treaties. At a 22 September 1955 meetmg of representatives &om the American 

embassies in the six ECSC countries there had been a heated chspute over whether 

preference should be given to the ECSC over the Organization for European Economic 

Cooperation (OEEC). If the United States wanted to work toward its objectives, it would 

have to make some fsr reaciung decisions and take actions. Consensus achieved at the 

meetmg recommended that the US work through the ECSC to provide technical 

assistance and h c h g  to European nations to construct a reasonable atomic research 

program 89 One advantage of supranational organization of such a p r o w  was that it 

d o  wed the USA to distmgmh its European policies firom the Soviet "divide and conquer" 

approach of bilaterally manipdating h.ldividuaI countries to come to a solution pleasing to 

the Soviets. EURATOM was going to be run and managed by the Europeans themselves 

w-rth the aid of some American fissionable material, without having the Americans talung a 

leading role in makmg key decisions. 

In his own bk ing ,  Dulles came down firmly on the side of those in the State 

department who wanted European countries to take an integrated approach to doing 

atomic energy research and development. l h k s  wasted littie time in putting his thoughts 
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into action By the beginning of 1956, D d e s  was convinced that "only the Cornrnunrf~ of 

S bc offers promise of opening the way to a genuine United States of Europe." 90 NATO. 

the OEEC and the Western European Union all provided avenues of cooperation, but on 

an integrative rather than a supranational level. British reluctance to become involved 

meant that Europe needed some vehicle that could move forward without the British. 

D d e s  wanted the US to be prepared to do its utmost to further the creation of an 

integrated community. President Eisenhower soon gave Dulles strong suppon by aslung 

the AEC and the State Department jointly to study what moves could be made in the field 

of arornic energy. Despite Adrnirai Strauss' reservations, m February 1 956 Eisenhower 

told both the AEC chairman Shauss and Dull- that he was Hrllling to pennit fissionable 

mat& to be held outside the US if it were under international control. Eisenhower's 

interest in encouraging joint international control of fissionable material was clear and by 

spnng the State department and the AEC reached agreement. The bilateral treaties would 

proceed with those European countries that took the initiative but these treaties would 

deal only with immediate d s  and would provide technology that would advance rather 

than impede integration Each country would be told that the State department and the 

AEC would grant more resources and information to a responsible and integrated 

cormamity than to any individual country. 19' 

The abovementioned US strategy was a way of implementing Howard Robinson's 

caution against declassifymg hfiormation as a means of getting around the issue o f  

transiterring restricted data to other countries. According ro Robinson, there would ahvays 

be some restricted data and it was ody access to this data that wouid make an 

international consortium attractive to its prospective members. i92 Robinson's solution 
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was genial because it could be more ease sold and promoted politically speakmg. To be 

part of the nuclear club a d  get access to advanced American nuclear scientific 

mformation, all  members of the EURATOM group wouid have to do is join and keep 

carehi watch that the cornmon stock of American-donated fissionable materials was kept 

under international contro 1 and was used sotely for peace fbi purposes. 

Before EURATOM became a reality in 1957, a controversy about whether or not 

France would have the right to conduct nuclear weapons research would have to be tiiced 

and resolved. Resolution of this controversy was important because the ultimate solution 

would point either towards life or death for prospects of European atomic cooperation 

Jean Momet started the controversy because he proposed that no country taking part in 

Euratom should have the right to make atomic weapons. Douglas Dillon opposed 

Momet's idea because he felt its retention in EURATOM would create great dficuhies 

for ratlfivlg E W T O M  in France. Dillon correctiy argued that France would not 

voluntarily renounce its right to make nuclear weapons without an e'xtremeiy bitter 

parliamentary banle in which those advocating a right to make nuclear weapons seemed to 

have the advantage. Dillon remembered how the EDC was torpedoed and argued that any 

domestic French political fight over the nuclear weapons would be bound to arouse the 

sane type of thanationahst feeling successhily aroused against the EDC. Dillon ended 

his argument by writing that he feared an insistence that France renounce the right to 

m a n h t u r e  nuclear weapons may well mean the end of its participation in 

EURATOM. 193 

That this controversy was real and not contrived is shown by the fact thar Dillon's 

concern about France and atomic weapons was echoed by former Prime Minister Rew 

.Maya. Maya also strongly believed that France would never give up its atomic weapons 
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and that if EURATOM had this as a conditios it would never be accepted by the French 

parhmmt. Dulles himself provided a solution to the controversy when he suggested that 

under the International Atomic Energy Agency there mght be an ageemen1 saying that 

"fourth co&esn would not make atomic weapons for a penod of time during which an 

etTart would be made to eliminate these weapons by agreement between the Americzi~ls. 

Brit31 and Soviets. i94 Dulles thought tbat France aod others rmght be willing during this 

period not to complicate the situation by introducing a new ekmnt. Eventually by July 

1956. the Frerrch government agreed not to make any atomic weapons in the years 1956 

to 1960, inclusive. 195 However, the government decided in late 1955 that nuclear weapon 

research would continue during the four years and that France would begin manufacturing 

nuclear weapons in 196 1 . '% The eventual resolution to this controversy shows that 

United States diplomacy was willing to respect the rights of Westem European nations to 

self-determination and self-defence, in contrast to Soviet diplomacy in Central and Eastern 

Europe which did not respect such rights. 

It is important to note that .bunerican support for an integrated atomic co- 

in Europe remained strong during 1 956 because of the advantages such a grouping held 

for US diplomatic goals. According to the Americans, an atomic energy community would 

c o m h t e  to reviving the geoeral integration movement which in tun would help tie West 

Germany to the Atlantic abnce. The new atomic commumty would submerge Franco- 

G e m  mahy through the creation of i n h a t e  common interests in the field of nuclear 

developmea. Flrrthrmmre, a common program merging the scientific and industriai 

po t d  of the Six appeared to offer the best chance to rapidly develop the nuclear 

mdustry in continental western Europe. In a warning note, the Staw departl~kem a f b x d  
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that aLl the above objectives could be adequately met only through the exercise by the six 

country organization of governmental powers in the nuclear energy field. 

In Cafl. the only major concerns that the United States had about EURATOM was 

any potential incentive for the member states to become "separatist" and make their own 

deals to acquire nuclear fuel for research and development purposes. According to Dulles. 

XEURATOM was to meet the test of common authority and responsibility and not 

amount to a mere coordinating mechanism with certain control responsibilities, the State 

department thought that EURATOM sihould have authority over h e i  which would be as 

complete as if EURATOM owned the fhel. M e s  was also concerned that a compromise 

in the EURATOM draft whch would pennit member states under c& circumstances to 

make separate arrangements to procure matenal outside EURATOM clxumets seemed to 

mike at the heart of the EURATOM concept which was a six nation atomic 

community. 197 However. by the end of 1 956, the Europeans themsebes had resoived 

Dulles' major concerns about the political behaviour of EURATOM. 

At the end of 1956. it was evident that definite progress on EURATOM had 

occurred and that t k  quality of American support had irnproved due to lessons learned 

from EDC1s failure in 1954. Firstly, by December 3 1956. West Germany had accepted the 

position of the other five nations that the Community should have a purchase monopoly 

over nuclear hei. 98 This result answered Dullest concern that it might be too easy for 

European nations to make their own deals to acquire nuclear fueL .4dditio~&, West 

Gerxiany and the other five nations agreed that exceptions for national procurement could 

be made by the corn-  if the prices for material were "abusive" or if there was an 

acute shortage of supply. 199 These conditions obviously did not make it easier for member 
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states to make their own deals, as the Americans had feared. In return for the German 

concessions regarding purchasing, the others conceded by not insisting on full ownership 

by EURATOM of fissionable material but agreed to subject fissionable material to 

complete control by the h om mu nit^.^^^ This community control of the he1 was as 

complete as h u e s  wished for it to be when he laid out his concerns about EURATOM. 

Lastiy, the EURATOM treaty allowed the French to engage in nuclear weapons research 

and development which would perrnit explosion of a weapon in four years, as demanded 

by the chamber of deputies in July 1 9 56.1° Dulles, a pragmatic diplomat, realized that this 

concession to France was necessary so that EURATOM became a reality without 

excessively dividing domestic French politics and having EURATOM suffer the same fate 

as EDC in 1954. 

Part of the reason that EUR4TOM was ratified by the French Assembly was due 

to the intelligent political concessions made by the existing government to placate key 

parties who could make or break French adherence to ELIRATOM. Guy Mollet was Prime 

,LIinister in 1956 and the most ardent supporters of EURATOM were his own Socialist 

party and the centrist Popular Republicans, both of whom advocated European 

integration Together. the Socialists and Popular Republicans commanded only 174 votes 

in the Assembly which meant they needed support tiom other parties if EURATOM were 

to matenah.  The groups which were crucial to this success were the Radical Socialists. 

the Independents and the Social-Republicans ( f o m  Gaullists) who together could 

provide I67 votes. E..cistiug evidence leads to the conchion that the initiative for 

European atomic union would have been voted down by the French Assembly ifthe 

Mollet government had not conceded to the powerful political forces operating within the 

assembly by guaranteeing the retention of French nghts and capacity to undertake r d h y  
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atomic development. It is clear that many of the independents, Radicals and Gaullists 

would have withdrawn support for the EURATOM project if its acceptance implied 

renunciation of French atomic weapons research and development.202 

its effect o n c m  

On 26 July 1956, Egypt's President Nasser nationalized the Suez CanaI, the main 

Europe-Asia connection that tbe British used to sfup goods and oil to Europe hrn the 

Middle East. Initdly, the American response was to call a Suez Conference to try and find 

a peacell way of resolvmg the dispute between Britain, France and Egypt. No peaceful 

solution was found at the coderence but British and French anger with Egyptian President 

Nasser continued to mount. Without informing the United States of their intentions, these 

two ex-rmperial powers decided to salvage their badly wounded pride by colluding with 

Israel to invade Egypt to get back the d which had largeiy been owned by British 

shareholders. Unfortunately for Britain and France, they did not obtain the expected 

support tiom the American government. What these two aggressors received instead was 

a hearty condemnation and punishment from the United States. 

The penalty for gross misconduct that the United States levied was to chill US 

diplomatic relations with Britain and France as well as to withhold American oil supplies 

&om these two countries. Soon after receivrng President Eisenhower's message on 

November 10 about the expected Anglo-French wlfhdrawal fiom Egypt, Riae Ministen 

Guy Mollet and Anthony Eden decided that a fence-mending mission to W s m o n  was 

essential. Eden called Eisenhower and was relieved w - b  the President gave him an 

encouragmg answer. However, during Secretary Dulles' absence in the opinion of .Acting 

Secretary Hoover and other officials, the Third World would view a visit by both prime 

ministers to Washmgton before Britain and France had compIied with the UN reso hrtion 
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as American connivance with the ex-imperial powers. Hoover acted on his opinion and 

phoned Dulles at Walter Reed hospital to ask him to change Eisenhower's opinion The 

Secretary phoned the White House and a few hours her Eisenhower informed Eden that 

the visit was o& The American government was sensitive to the feelings of Third World 

countries because had it behaved differently, any credit the US gained in the last ten days 

m the Middle East, M c a  and Asia would have been dissipated. Later that winter. 

Waslungton also made it plain that despite already-evident shortages, economic 

dislocations and the onset of winter, Britain and France could not expect the United States 

to make oil available fram the Western Hemisphere until after British and French forces 

had been completely withdrawn flom ~ ~ ~ ~ t . ~ ~ ~  

Ambassador Douglas Dillon was competent because he provided much needed 

perspective which helped Dulles deal with French reaction to American diplomacy in late 

1956. According to Dillon, nationalization by Egypt of the Suez canal produced extreme 

tension throughout France. the explosive character c?f which was not llly understood m 

the United States. Some vioient release for the French became necessary, and since no 

other effect~e means of dealing with Nasser were found, rditary action was almost 

inevitable. Dillon wrote that the immediate effect of the invasion of Egypt on French 

opinion was to substantdy release tension to unite the country behind the government 

and create the momentary illusion that France's old position had been restored. Dillon 

thought the French attitude toward the United States was ambivalent because h e  French 

were eager to cooperate with the United States but at the same time felt "sold outn by the 

Xmerican pursuit of popularity with the AEro- Asian states. He added one American action 

whch contributed to this ami-US fkeling was the W e  to take hst action to help the 

European oil crisis which was correctly considered an econornic sanction directed against 
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France d Britain Another action c o n t n i  to bad feelings was the US association 

with Afio-Asian states m insisting upon troop withdrawal before any satidkctory 

c o w &  @om Nasser !xd been obtained. Lastly, the French were angry about the US 

refusal to hold hsgh level tripartite talks with France and Britain to work out joint policies 

for the Middle East, which in France's view threatened its semrity more than American 

security.204 

Douglas Dillon's opinions helped Duks take the French and British indignation in 

d e  and as a result, Mes was confident that the American relationship with France and 

Britain would endure despite the currer~t storm At an NSC meeting on 30 Novwber 

1 956, Undersecretary Hoover observed that M e s  tended to feel that while it was 

unfortunate that the British and French seemed to be turning so bitterly against the US 

govenmern, such an attitude was perfectfy logical because it was a resuit of utter 

fhsmtion. Furthennore, Dulles did not believe that the development foreshadowed any 

basic split between the United States on one side and Britain and F m c e  on the other. To 

Dulles. what was occumng was essentially a violent fimdy squabble, one not likely to end 

in divorce.205 In the end, Dulles was correct because once passions cooled about the 

European military response to the oationahation of the Suez Canal, diplomatic relations 

between Frame, Britain and the United Stares stjll contained wounded feelings but 

recovered wrth no break in further cordial relations. 

SurmTuuv 

During 1955, a difference of opinion existed in the State department about the 

nature of the Algerian situation. One strand of thought opmed that France's problem in 

Ageria was analogous to the Israeh-Arab situation while another assertion held that it 
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represented an incipient war of national h i t i o n .  Dulles and Eisenhower believed that 

Algeria constituted an incipient war of Liberation and disagreed with the French that it was 

an "internal" matter for the French to handle alone. Dulles r e W  to give any helicopters 

to the French and even authorized a mid-level State department meeting with the Front de 

Li'beration Natior.de rebel leadership to get idormation h m  the rebels and to 

demonstrate anti-coloniaiist sympathies by showing other ex-colonies that the United 

States was serious about giving a hearing to countries see- independence. 

Just as the United States government did not like to see French colonial ditigrsme 

in action American diplomacy also worked to discourage French economic dirigrsme. In 

1 955, the United States Treasury department became aware of a deal between the French 

oil industry and the firm Charhnnages de France. This arrangement was noteworthy 

because it created a defined market for cod and limited the market for oil in France's 

domestic market. The agreement was anti-competitwe because it effectively created a 

cartel in France for the sale of coal and oil. hti-conrpetitiveness mattered because the US 

had given a loan to the High Authority of the ECSC in 1954 which in part stipulated that 

this money loaned be used to modernize the coal industry. The French and Americans did 

not come to blows partly becaw American oil companies were doing well becaw of a 

resurgent American economy. The Treaswy Department also decided that this agreement 

was only a miwr  breach of anti-trust kws to be solved by negotiation The s a m e  

department reminded the American government to remember that it also took some time 

to break up cartels in the United States during the late nineteenth century. 

The peaceful, relativeiy non-controntational approach used to wards France to 

discourage economic diTigisme was used to encourage Western European nations to 

construct a common program of atomic research and development. A key tactic which 

helped Dulles get France and other European srates to become members of EURATOM 

in 1957 was the promise to extend better treatment to a unit of European counVies which 

worked together. This better treatment was in the form of ciassified intbmtion which 



would be made available to countries that joined an atomic pool, rather than those who 

signed bilateral treaties with the United States. What secured Frmch membership in 

EURATOM was the concession by other countries that France should be d o  wed to 

perform nuclear weapons research and development fiom 1 956 to 1 960 inclusive. This 

compromise s i d e d  that Dulles had learned his lesson kom the EDC debacle and in 1957 

did not allow the extreme Left and emerne Right in the French Assembly to scuttle the 

possibility of French membership in a common atomic authority. Dulles successfiilly 

managed to engineer the compromise without having French- American rehiom 

excessively embittered by the American refusal to suppon the Franco-British attack on 

Egypt in late 1956 in response to the Egyptian nationalization of the Suez canal. 



Chapter Four: Financial Crisis and Coming of de G a u k ,  1957sarty 1959 

The years 1957 to earIy 1959 were dramatic times in French-American relations. 

France's government experienced a £inamid crisis, the Fourth Republic ended and General 

Charles de Gaulle became French prime minister for the second time since the end of 

World War 11. The crisis in French public finances occurred in the context of a booming 

general economy but was exacerbated by France's increased repression of the rebellion in 

Algeria. This rebellion did not cause the financial crisis but it did not help that the 

Algerian conflict was costing the French government approximately ow billion dollars US 

extra per year in 1957 and 1958, a sum of money which could have gone for other uses. 

Dulles helped solve the French financial crisis by extending some Amencan financial aid 

wide aswing that the French government took necessary actions to rein in public 

spending and the deficit. Dulles did not extend any financial aid to the French military 

effort in Algeria because of well known American antipathy to French behaviour there. As 

a whole. French involvement in Algeria became much less contentious by early 1 959 

because it seemed that de Gaulle was siowiy win- down that war to prepare for a grant 

of autonomy to Aigeria. Lastly, Dulles was wiling to explore but finally vetoed any 

attempt by de Gaufle to create a USmWrench directorate which would have made 

decisions for NATO and otber countries in the Free World- 

One can a h  examine during this period the contrast between an intense US 

involvement in France's internal a f f k  and a later rehrcmnce to become involved in French 

pro biems. This seeming dichotomy was ooe of the compkxities of French-American 

relations that Dulles had to negotiate with President Eisenhoweis help. For instance, the 

United States government was heavily involved in fiading a solution for the French 

financial crisis, even if it did not give much financial asktame. The rationale behind this 

US behaviour was likely to help a very important country to get its finances fixed which 

would imculare it against financial collapse or a rightist seimre of power. In the case of 



Dulles' rehrsal to set up a ruling directorate with prime minister de Gaulle, the cool 

American reception given to Lhe idea was driven by Dulies' anti-mpmaht diplomacy. 

Dulles and his assistants also became less concerned about finding a solution for the 

Algerian rebellion because it appeared that General de Gaulle had a plan ro end the war. 

The French also helped to push away the AIIKricans by expkmmg that to prematurely end 

the war in Algeria by declaring Algeria independent would itself threaten a nghtist 

revolution from those who believed that Algeria was an integral part of France. 

r a  ppund2M 

In early 1 957, the State Department was aware of the French government's 

financial dBculties and recommended fhming that would help it gain much needed 

income. An economic analysis revealed that since early 1956 France had relieved its 

~ t i o n a r y  pressures prmmdy through substantial increases of imports. These imports 

represented maidy energy, raw materials and equipment required by expanding French 

industrial production The State department doubted that the French government would be 

able in the near hture to reduce its expenditures and control domestic inflation by rnaiung 

dficult  political decisions about Mgex-ia, overseas territories. defense spending and soc i d  

programs. Despite the dficulties that France t'aced, the American embassy in Paris 

recommended that an Export-lmport Bank loan of  $100 nullion U.S. to h c e  the 

purchase of commercial aircraft be given to France's govemment. This loan would all0 w 

the French govemment to gain additional revenue through its state-owned airline and thus 

improve the corntry's public finances. The State department went no firrther m ioaning 

new money to France because according to the department, this money would have 

provided the French government opportunities for avoiding necessary spending cutbacks 

to national defense expenditures civil service payrolls and public works.207 

206 The title for this subsection paraphrases the saying "In for a penny, m for a pound" and 
is rneam to illustrate the intense .knaican political involvement m France's financial crisis. 
107 Telegram fiorn the Embassy in France to Ilepmient of State, 19 February 1957. 



In March 1957 the French were bhmtly told that, although the United Stztes would 

License arms exports to France for use in Algeria, the French would receive no financing 

fiom the American government for such purchases. American chargz d ' m s  Charles 

Y ost wrote that his government realized that considerable fUnds had been spent and 

committed by France to procure m the United States certain supplementary arms required 

by French forces operating in Algeria Accordmg to Yost, while these French exports 

were licensed by the US government, it considered these requirements to be a matter for 

decision exclusively by France m accordance with its own plans and priorities. Yost 

concluded that the US government did not consider the fkmcing of weapons purchases 

for Algeria, directly or indirectly. to be a suitable undertaking for the United In 

other words, the US government was not gong to finance a military action with which it 

disagreed. 

By May 1957. the "tum of the screw" being applied to French public finances by 

the American government was having some eEmt because the French took action to rein 

in public spe-. For instance, the French government cut its budget by 750 billion 

francs and hoped to raise 150 billion b n c s  in additional taxes. According to French 

minister Robert LMyolin, the French government had made substantial reductions to the 

rune of 66 billion fi;lncs fiom nationai defense. 25 billion fkom civil service payr~lls and 

some remruniog cuts in public works like roads. electrification and railways. Even with this 

apparent progress shown by the French government, the American government withheld 

loans h m  the French due to their heavy indebtedness. Douglas Dillon explained to 

minister UarJolin that it was difEcult for the Export-Import bank to finance new French 

aircraft when France was already its krgest borrower. Dillon stated that no large sums of 

FR US 1 955- 1 95 7 (Volume 1 7) : Western Europe and Canada, pp. 1 0 1 - 1 02. 
208 Letter fiom the Charge d'aifiires m France (Yost) to the French Minister of National 
Defense (Baurges-Maunoury) 13 March 1 957. FR US 1955-I 95 7 (Volume 1 7): Western 
Europe and Canada, pp. 1164 17. 



money were availabk but that if the French govemment were to take fUnher steps to 

rernedy its financial situation, there rmght be various means for the United States to help 

France in a s m d  way 209 

Despite tbe French £inancia1 ditFcdties and the fact that France was bogged down 

in Algeria, the Aaaerican govemment was optimistic about possibk so htions to these 

problems. An NSC report of 19 October 1957 provided an upbeat summary of the overall 

French economy. It stated that France was one of the most prosperous countries in 

Europe with industrial raw materials and agricuhral resources. The NSC felt that m 1957 

F m e  possessed the greatest abundance m its history, a high and rising staedard of livmg 

as well as an expanding economy. This fhvourable situation did not preclude the possibihty 

of reforms such as placing the fiscal system on a sounder footmg and fkeing the economy 

riom foreign trade and exchange controls and govemment subsidies. The NSC report 

stated that unpkmentation of the European Common Markt treaty could eventually 

coonibute to these reforms. In addition, increasing population and current development of 

nuclear ewrgy would conhiiute to France's future economic potentd2 l o  

Even though the United States govemrnent viewed the French economy as sound. 

ihz &SC &ti 'h@.Lgh French g0vemmen.1 iisca! weaknesses. for  mstance, French 

government accounts ran an annual deficit of roughly twenty percent of total expenditures. 

By writing about this, the NSC implied that this deficit was too hgh  In 1956. the Algerian 

campaign raised the overall government deficit by a billion US d o k  to 62.8 billion U.S. 

Since 1956, a rise m French govemnent expendmaes was largeiy attricbutable to imreased 

g o v m n t  spending for purposes other than operations m Aigeria For example. the 

French government made hgh levels of  investment d provided extensive credit to 

209 Memorandum of Conversation, Departroem of State 17 May 195?. FRUS 1955-1957 
(Vohrme 17): Western Europe and Canada. pp. 125426. 
r 10 National Security Council report "Statement of US Policy on France" October 1957. 
FRUS 1955-1957 Vohnne 17: Western Europe and pp. 183-184. 



businesses. However, the inflation that accompanied the boom of the lan eighteen months 

was dealt with largely through massive imports and continually expanding production, at 

the expense of French d o h  reserves, wbch were seriousky reduced. The NSC report 

gave the French government some credit in takmg c o m t i v e  steps because it stated that 

substantial cuts had been made m projected budgetary expenditures. However, to truly 

cure the French financial malaise. the NSC felt that France needed to cut the budget even 

more, decrease credit allocation and place restrictions on consumption and investment. 

The NSC's account of the French &a1 situation was realistic in its assessment that French 

governments could not b h e r  tighten the national beh and still remain in power.? To 

take a harder line and cut more expmes would mvohe the French government in turning 

its back on its historic economic dirigi'Jme. 

The financial situation detailed above is important because it composed a key part 

of ho w the Americans and French viewed their relatiinship. According to the NSC. by 

1957 relations between the two countries were not wsy and would likely become more 

difficult given the French government's reluctance to admit its dechmg position and given 

the emergence of Amemcan influence in former and present areas of French influence. In 

additios US abm to brmg effitive pressure on French attitudes and policies was limited 

by French stubbornness about conducting the Algerian campaign At the end of the repon, 

some US objectives were stated regarding relations with France. One objective was the 

maintenance of good US-French relations and French policies generally in consonance 

with M c a n  ones. Another Listed objective was French political and economic 

contribution to and k a s d  participation in European integration. These two objectives 

were acconrplished by the end of Dulles' tenure as Secretary of State m exb 1959. The 

United States did much work in association wrth the lntzrnational Monetary Fund to assist 

France achieve economic and financial well-being by early 1959. The only objective m 



Franco-American relations relevant to this thesis which was not accomplished by early 

1 959 was an equitable settlement of the Algerian conflict and this was not resolved 

because of factors having to do with French domestic politics. 

Major provisions for French financial weil- being were made in a credit agreement 

between France and the United States on 30 January 1958. The French obtained $274 

d o n  US in financial facilities as a reward for undertaking si@cant measures to get 

their h c i a l  situation under controL212 For instance. the French parliament adopted a 

budget which drastically cur government spending and at the same time provided for new 

taxes to increase government revenues? l 3  In addition, this budget provided that total 

outlays by the French Treasury would be covered by taxes and non-inflationary 

borrowing. The diffkrence between total outlays and fiscal revenue would be covered by 

normal Treasury resources and the mobilization of savings.'14 These actions were rmde 

necessary because during 1 95 7. due to rampant French mflation. the French drew down 

their foreign exchange and gold reserves. actions which were accompanied by a severe 

deficit m the balance of payments.215 It appeared that France was going to run out of 

foreign exchange resources to pay outstanding balances but the French remedied this 

siruarion with measures taken m hii 195 7.''5 The major decrease m French government 

spendmg combined with more efficient use of Treasury resources and the mobilization of 

savings helped reduce inflation. restricted credit and as such the American government 

decided that these actions deserved some American support. 217 

2 12 Press Release 4 1 "Statement Issued by the French Government Regarding Financial 
Discussions with the Government of the United States." January 30. 195 8. File 75 1 S.00, 
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In conjunction with other financing, the $274 million in US financial kilities 

helped the French make a recovery in their balance of payments. According to the OEEC, 

the recovery in French balaafe of payments was quite remarkable m 1 959. This was 

because the trade balance with foreign countries had shown a n v p h  since May 1959 and 

income Born tourism had greatly mcreased. In addition, foreign and French investors 

showed their approval of  the stabilized Fifth Republic regime by retummg foreign 

currency to France such that in November 1959 France repaid $200 million d o h s  of 

credit to the International Monetary Fund received in early 1 958 in conjunction with 

American f i n a n d  aid. Lastly, the devaiuation of the French franc that occurred at the end 

of 1958 greatly increased French exports near the end of 1958 and durmg 1959. 2 1 8  

Therefore, the NSCs stated goal to get France on a sounder financial footing was 

acheved by 1959, the year DulIes resigned his post as Secretary of State. 

The hancial aid that the French received fiom the US government was insuflicient 

to restore order in French public bances. When Charles de Gaulle assumed power in June 

1958 as prime minister. the American National S~ecunty Council underestimated his ability 

to resolve France's tinancia1 crisis. At the June 3 NSC meeting, Secretary of the Treasury 

Robert Anderson stated that France's b i d  situation was m crisis mode.Z19 Anderson 

also said that he thought that France's financial outlook was very serious and predicted 

that France's government would not meet its balance of payments.n0 Pessimistically, 

Secrewy Anderson added that the French were likely going to be forced to delay 

implementing the Common ~arket?  Ln k t ,  by mid-July 1958, the French government 

otfied tax advantages and m return successllly raised 320 billion fkmcs to partially 

insure its solvency to the end of 19%. ?22 In the same year. the French state also 

218 bid., p. 2. 
119 Editorial Note, 3 June 1958. FRUS 1958-1960 Volume 7: Westem Europe. p. 25. 
220 Ibid., 
121 I b d ,  
222 Jean L a c o m .  De G d e .  translated by Alan Sheridan, London: Harper Coilins. 



succeeded in reducing tk budget deficit to a more manageable amount (587 B h c s ) .  n3 

To accomplish this, 300 billion h c s  m new taxes were raised while close to 400 billion 

h c s  were cut h m  expenses by abolishing many social and agricultural grants.224 

Putting its finances in order permitted the French state to be strong enough to join the 

Common Market on January 1 ,  1959 as orqydly planned.n5 In December 1958, De 

Gaulle and his advisors decided to fke 90% of fi-anc c m y  transactions in the EEC 

zone and they instituted an immediate reduction of close to 10% of customs tariffs with 

the other five Treaty of Rome p;trtners.u6 

A E I v d  

By July 1 958, the French pacification campaign in Algeria was less important an 

issue in French- American relations because officials on both sides saw the problem as one 

on its way to being resolved. In a meeting with Secretary Dulles on 5 July 1958. de Gaulle 

a E m d  that his main purpose for the time being was to calm dungs down (emotionally 

and politically speakmg) in France regarding ~ l ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~  De Gaulle expressed hope that 

Algerians would vote in the referendum on a new As far as Algeria was 

concerned. De Gaulle wished to take it one step at a time because he realized tbat the age 

of colonialism was over but that one had to move slowly if there was to be genuine 

u~ie~endence.'~~ Algeria was not now a cause for reaimination on Dulles' and 

Eisenhower's part because both were sensitized in discussions with de Gade to the notion 

of an Algerian sohrtion that would take time to accomplish. On 2 1 August 1958, President 

1 99 1 . pp. 223 -225. 
333 Ibid., 
2 4  Ibid., 
zs Ibid., 
226 bid., 
227 Memorandum by Secretary of State Duiles. 5 July 1958. FR L'S 1958-1 960 (Volume 
7): Western Europe, p. 65. 
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Eisenhower told French foreign minister Couve de M d e  that he feared future 

developments in North a c a  and said that a solution to the Algerian problem was 

indispensable.230 Eisenhower concluded by stating his confidence that de Gaulle could 

accomplish a me- solution for ~ 1 ~ e 1 - k ~ ~  

One fictor in reducing Algeria's importance as a "problem" in Franco-American 

relations was likely the clear explanations offered by Prime Minister de Gaulle's ministers 

to the Americans about the reasons for French behaviour in Algeria. In July 1 958, Minister 

of State Pierre Pflimlin explained that the Algerian situation was calrner and that de Gaulle 

had matters under control, partly because De Gaulle cultivated an ambiguty about his 

approach to Algeria that allowed both Left and Right to read their intentions into De 

Gaulle's actions. Pflimlin added that it was impossible for France to have a h i r a i  policy m 

Algeria today because immediate independence for Algeria was impossible without 

brmgmg on a revohrtion m France. Pflimlin emphasized that he did not agree with and was 

not defending such a state of a f l k  but that he wanted to let the Americans know the 

t'acts of French domestic politics.232 Aiter hearing P W s  explanation, officials in the 

State Department were impressed with de Gaulte's measures h r  Algeria to appoint a 

liberal Algerian governor and the gant  of clemency to prisoners in Algeria which the 

new&-innalled President de Gade authorized in Jmuary 1 959.233 The US embassy in 

France wrote that officials were convinced that De Gaulle regarded Algeria as a number 

one problem and that his governmem's success would depend on its soiution. Therefore, 

the embassy feh that de Gaulle must continue to seek ways to find such solutions. T b  De 

30 Memorandum of Conversation, 21 August 1958. Ibid., p. 78. 
33 1 Ibid., 
232 Memorandum of Conversation, 28 J* 1958. File 751.00, DS, RG 59, p. 1, NARA. 
3 3  On December 2 1. ! 958 Charles de Gade was popularly elected President of France 
and was installed as first President of the Fifth repubfic on January 8. 1959. Historically in 
France, it was traditiod for a newiy installed kmg m his role as Chief w t e  to grant 
clemency to primners. This action started +the kmgshp on a good note and served to 
distingush h e  new lung h m  his predecessors. 



Gaulle was m a h'berai Game of mind on Algeria was demonstrated by his appointment of 

Paul Delouvrier (believed to have h i  views regardmg Algeria) as Delegate General and 

de Gade's act of granting clemency to Algerian political detainees and rebel prisoners on 

January 1 3, 1959. This embassy despatch noted that clemency was granted despite 

opposition from most Algerian deputies and a considerable outcry by the Algerian Rq@. 

The despatch conchrded that it was hard to conceive that the gesture of granting clemency 

was an isolated act fiom a long range s o i ~ t i o n . ~ ~  

A M G -  
. .  . 

In L 958. after Charles de Gaulle's return to power as French prime minher, Dulles 

let Fmce know that he was still proceeding to conduct American diplomacy along anti- 

vnpenalist lines. According to Dulles, the Free World Great Powers would ahvays 

continue to have special responsibilities. Dulles also stated that in the context of 

decolonization then occurring, these special responsibilities had to be canfully exercised 

so as not to give the impression of dominating Smaller, newly-dependent nations because 

these nations attached great importance to the p-rple of sovereign equality. As a 

pragrnalic man Dulles knew that in every society a minority dominated the majority. In 

order to preserve its influence, the minonty had a respomidity not to &ont the majority. 

D u l k  fell that to be effective. the minorit), had to exercise its influence in a discreet 

manner. Dulles concluded that an overt formalization of groupings for directing the Free 

World would be resented as imperialistic, b a  he also believed that an S o d  group 

could direct world affhir~?~ 

In September 1958, De G a u k  wrote a letter to President Eisenhower in wtuch the 

French prime minister did not agree with DuW vision of Great Power diplomacy. 

234 Foreign Service despatch fiom American Embassy in Paris to the Departmat of State, 
22 January 1959. File 751.00, DS, RG 59, p. 8, NARA. 
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Because de Gadle viewed himself' as a saviour of France who wanted to reconstruct some 

of Frame's former imperial glory, he fel  the best way to do this would be on a tripartite 

basis with the United m d o m  and the United States. EssentkUy, De Gaulle believed tha~ 

NATO was concerned with an area of the worid which was too small because Middle 

Eastern and %can developments also concerned Europe, especially Britain and France as 

ex-imperial powers. He also believed that France's indivisible responsibilities extended to 

Africa, the Indian Ocean and the PacSc m the same way as  the responsibilities of Great 

Britain and the United States. From this analysis, de Gade concluded that an organization 

composed of the United States, Great Britain and France needed to be set up to create 

worldwide diplomatic and rmlitary strategy. De Gaulle believed that it would be up to this 

organization to make joint decisions on political issues affecting world security and on the 

other hand to establish strategic action pkns regarding deployment of nuclear weapons.236 

The American reaction to De Gaulle's letter showed American sensitivity to the 

fkelmgs of smaller European nations and Asian and Atiican nations outside NATO. For 

instance, Secretary D u k  was concerned about a pattern of tripartite talks bemg heId and 

felt that this should be avoided. President Eisenhower supported M e s  and also felt that 

the meetlngs should not be held unless they were absolutely necessary. Dulles did not want 

the smaller NATO countries to befeve that France, the LK and the US were deciding 

NATO's future without their input. However, D d e s  was wdhg to c o d t  the French 

about the tripartisn. To do this effectively. he feit a need to ask Ambassador ~ e r v k  

rUphand questions about revising the North Atlantic treaty and how France thought that 

areas outside NATO would be persuaded to accept NATO's extension to cover them 

Dulles aka added that fkom an anti-colonialist perspective. pubiiclzing the de Gaulle 

236 Letter &om Prime LMinister De GaulIe to President Eknho wer, 1 7 September 1 95 8. 
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memorandum was dangerous because Asian and African nations would be opposed to 

both Euro- American tripart ism and tripartite military operations outside NATO's area23 

By December 1 958, the United States still did not accept France's idea of a new 

organization composed of itself. Britain and the United States which would plot world 

strategy. In response, the French clarified their ideas and emphasized that the proposed 

organization would have no vetoes and would not impose its decisions on fourth 

counrries. According to Ambassador Alphand, de Gaulle proposed a US/LTWFrench 

organization which would seek to arrive at a common decision on matters concerning 

world security. Aiphand emphasized that the organization would not be a "directorate" 

and said that the term had been invented by the press. The new organization would engage 

in organized and permanent c o d t a t i o n  not just on urgent cases but would provide long 

range planning so that there would be no surprises as the French had experienced in recent 

years. Reacting to M. A&hndfs words, deputy Undersecretary of State Robert LMurphy 

aill expressed misgivings at the thought of another institution being established because 

this could lead to doubt and suspicion among the NATO allies. instead, Murphy suggested 

that what was called for was an expansion of political codtation within NATO rather 

than a narrower three- power organization which would be bound to cause bad 

filings.'38 

Essentdly, on 15 December 1958 any thought of the United States. Great Britain 

and France creating a new organization to make decisions for the Free World was killed 

by Secretary Dulles. He said he agreed that a good ded more could be done to consuit 

with France and Great Britain to achieve common understandings on policies in various 

parts ofthe worid. However, Dulles M y  believed that consuhions should be ~nformal 

237 Memorandum of Conversation 17 October 1958. FRUS 1958-1960 (Volume 7): 
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and not consist of structural reorganization of NATO in such a fashion that one country 

would have a veto power over others. Dulles stated that with France's rebirth under its 

present leadershrp, the US would not only find possible but desire closer diplomatic 

relations with France. In foreign policy, Dulles was conservative in the sense that with 

respect to Franco-American relations, he wanted to preserve what he considered were the 

best aspects. For instance, Dulles said that formal reorgankition of NATO and 

construction of a new orgaukation superimposed on NATO would wreck what existed 

and which had much value.239 What Dulles likely had in mind was to preserve the collegul 

tone of NATO decisionmalung which made the d e r  cowtries f'eel that they could 

efectively conmiute to decisionmaking rather than have decisions dictated by a small 

group of countries. 

39 Memorandurn of Conversation 15 December 1958. FRliS 1958-1960 (Volume 7): 
Western Europe, p. 1 5 1. 
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Conclusion 

There is no doubt that in his handling of French64merican relations kom 1953 to 

1959 that Foster Dulles was an effective Secretary of State. He provided help to the 

French which extricated France born its war in Indochina in 1954. In the same year the 

French were persuaded to join the Western European Union and to let their former 

German enemies become part of the NATO alliance. Dulles manipulated certain French 

po titical traits such as an attachment to "honour" by malung sure France was h a y s  

diplomaticaily respected. He avoided a cut off of aid under the Richards Amendment when 

the French parliament was voting on NATO membershsp for Germany and French 

participation in WEU. As a sign o f his dedication to peacemakmg, Dulles also stayed up 

all night during 20-23 October 195 4 ready to mediate while France and West Germany 

negotiated a successfbl end to the Saar dispute. With respect to French membership in 

EURATOM. Dulles helped negotiate a compromise whereby the French were ailowed to 

conduct nuclear research and deve!opment from 1956 to 1960. in return, France permitted 

limited national control of hionable materkh within EURATOM. In late 1957 and early 

1958. Dulles made sure that France received American financial help with its k a l  crisis. 

This help was targeted so that the French were persuaded to restructure government 

finances to make W e r  emergency foreign financial assistance unnecessary. 

It is also clear that Dulles alone could not have accomplished what he did in 

facilitating French-American reiations without the support of key individuals. For instance. 

Dulles used his knowledge of the French culture and philosophy of government to help 

Ambasador Douglas DiUon gather usefirl information for making .American policies 

towards France. Ambasador Dillon helped Dulles to effectively handle French Premier 

Mendes-France's intelhgence and sense of  purpose which resuhed in Mendes-France 

s u c t e ~  defending in the French Assembly the Geneva agreement to end the First 

Indochina War. President Eisenhower also provided DulIes with important political 



support at many key intervals. When deciding whether or not to intervene to save the 

French at Dienbienphu, Eisenhower decided against intervention on the advice of the 

British government and that of key Mean m&uy chiek. Dulles concurred and added 

that intervention would not work because there would not be time to arrange proper 

political undernandings with the French Eisenhower also supported Dullest attempt to 

resoive problems in Europe muMateraUy instead of bilateraUy. The multilateral approach 

allowed the US to reconcile France and West Germany while keeping the Soviet Union 

out of Western European nuclear politics. The US by using a multilateral approach was 

able to set a positive example and distqpsh American diplomacy fiom the classic Soviet 

divide-and-conquer approach. While EURATOM was being set up, President Eisenhower 

supported the idea of creating one nuclear agency which would have as an inducement to 

jo in a hller release of American at ornic information than would be avaihble to countries 

rnakmg bilateral arrangements wrth the United States. In the end, EURATOM was 

negotiated and set up along muhilateral lines. President Eisenhower also helped defeat the 

directorate initiative by France when he said trilateral meetings should not be held unless 

absolutely necessary. The Policy Pkmmg Staff also provided Dulles with invaluable help 

in dealmg with France. It is a sign of Dullest considerable intellinence that he was willins 

to take and implement the PPS's advice even in an area where he considered himself to be 

an expert because of his life expaience. 

Even with all  IS s'trengths and the support he possessed, M e s  as a diplomat was 

not perfect and made mistakes. In 1954, Dulles was not able to persuade France to rat@ 

French membership m the European Defense Community designed to create a common 

European army into which French and West German soldiers would be merged. The EDC 

idea fided m France partiy because the French emerne Lefi and extreme Right joined 

forces to defat EDC in the National Assembly. Dulles and the State Department learned 

fiom their mistake when it came time to negotiate French entry into EURATOM. Ddes 

was sensitized to the necessity of not having the French enter ELR4TOM on conditions 



that would make it easy br French rightists and leftists to torpedo French entrance into 

EUIL4TOM m the same way these groups defeated French adoption of EDC. American 

diplomacy solved that pro bkm by letting France conduct nuclear research and 

development h r n  1956 to 1960 as a condition of France gaining entry into EURATOM. 

This move effectively neunalized the French Right which could no longer argue that 

France was being deprived of its independence when it joined ELIRATOM. Dulles and 

Eisenhower could not persuade the French to encl the war m Algeria but this outcome had 

more to do with domestic French politics, somet- over which Dulles and Eisenhower 

had vety linle control when dealing with the Algerian issue. 

F k d y ,  Dulles and Eisenho wefs foreign policies vis-a-vis the French m the 1950's 

were consistent in their pursuit of anti-colondism. Thr: United States extended a helping 

hand both with money and diplomatic muscle to get F m c e  to end its war m Indochina in 

1954. In contradistinction to Soviet methods of nlling its European satellites, the 

European Atomic and Economic CommunitKs were set up to be owned and controlled by 

the Europeans, without the Americans directing their activities. Mean anti-colonialisrn 

even embraced nations m North Mi-ica who w a e  seekmg independence. Dulles 

acknowledged that Algerian FLN rebels bad legitimate aspirations to independence when 

he authorized mid-level State department meetings with them. The Americans were 

pleased that when Charles de Gaulle came to power in France in 1958, that he was moving 

in the direction of grantmg Algeria independence. Dulles and Resident Eisenhower also 

understood that De Gaulle had to move gradually on the Algerian issue in order not ro risk 

t o o  violent a backlash &om the French Rtght. However. Dulles and Eisenhower rejected a 

Gaullist initiative to form a British-French-American directorate which wo d d  make world 

policy. T'his was the r d  of .-can UN representative Hemy Cabot Lodge h.'s work 

during which he established good relations with former British and French colonies and 

convinced the W e  House that it was in America's interest to take seriously the concerns 

of these Third World countries. This sentiment was tianslated into an American r e W  to 



make these countries in effect second-class citizens to be controlled by a directorate 

composed of former colonial rulers. A valuable legacy that Dulles left behind in the 

outcome of his diplomacy was the orderly way he built a stable *work within NATO. 

the Economic Cornunity and EURATOM for American-French and American-European 

relations. a kamework which has since been augmented by newer generations of European 

and American statesmen and stateswomen. 
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